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ASSTRACT

Do Índividuals who experience a r¡ide range in hearË rate varÍabil-

".',, 
íty as a function of daily activÍties demonstrate greater ease in heart-:::

rate condÍtionabiLity than do rrnormals'r? Fifteen rrAthletes'r and 15

' tNormalsrr, all males, were given three one-hour traÍning sessions to

scores on the Autc¡nomic PerceptÍon Questionnaire (ApQ).

-':-':: Athletes and normals did not differ in their ability to differen-

tíally effect heart rate changes. However, when considering APQ level,

ít was found that low and medium scorÍng Normals attained a signÍficantly

i higher final heart rate than their Athlete counterparts. It was con-

, cluded, Ín accordance with Ray (L974), that an individual may approach
I

i task wíth a certain physiol.ogÍcal style. However, at this point,

cardÍac variabilÍty did not appear to play a major role in cardiac

condít Íonab iLÍty.

::.:: It ¡vas also suggested that there are at least two indicators of
.,_-.._,

cardiac condítíonabilÍty: extent and time, as measured by final heart
-''',:-

,',' rate Level attained, and amount of tíme spent in conditíoning,

respectÍve1y.
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INTRODUCTION

Feedback refers to I'knowledge of the results of a behavior

which facÍlitates or nodifies further behavior of the subject
\

(Bergrnan & Johnson , L972).tt Biofeedback Ís a technique or training

method useful ín altering the performance of internal, autonomÍcally ned-

Íated responses such as respiration, electrodernal activity, or heart

rate actívity. Biofeedback as a traÍnÍng method is also considered an

Ínstrumental or operant conditÍoníng technique (Kaníya, L970) as opposed

to classical or respondent conditioning. In the present experiment,

biofeedback techniques are used to effect heart rate changes.

The biofeedback training technique has three requirements (Kaniya,

L970): 1) thaË the physiological variable to be brought under control

be contÍnuously moniÈored rrith sufficíent sensitÍvÍty to detect moment

by moment_changes; 2) that changes Ín the physiologÍcal measure be

reflected Ímedíately to the subject. In animals the stimrulus that

refel.cts the physiological change may be small amounts of food or rüater,

or avoídance of electrÍc shock, whÍle with humans it is usually a vísual.

or auditory signal; 3) and that the subject m.rst be motivaËed to leam.

I{hereas food and water will maintain the interests of an anímal

curíosÍty is usually sufficient for humans, at least Ínítially.

In heart rate conditioníng studies, subjecÈs are requíred to

effect changes Ín hearË rate using biofeedback training techniques.

Such changes may be ín the form of Íncreasing or decreasing heart rate,



or maintainÍng heart rate within a specÍfÍed range. At tines ¡ pêÍ-

sons lrÍth cardiac problems of a medÍcal nature are required to

control various aspects of heart rate functioníng using these
ì

techniques.

Previous research Ín this area has investigated a number of

paraneters of cardiac control which fall roughly Ínto three categor-

ies: experimental, mediational, and individual differences.

Experimental parameËers are those qhaË are imposed by the experimenter

and incLude Ëhe kind of feedback and the type of instructional set

subjects receive. The second category includes potential mediational

contamínants such as respiration, mrscle tension, and cognitive or

ideational actÍvity. The parameter of individual differences has

been investigated in the forn of sex, smoking behavior, exercise,

locus of conËrol, and internal autonomic aÌdareness. It is felt that

.these factors have contrÍbuted to some of the variable results

reported in prevíous studies. It is note¡¡orthy thaË Ëhe majoriÈy of

heart rate conditionÍng studies have employed thornal" subjects and

thus our hypotheses and theorÍes have necessarily been based on this

data. Clearly, it is possible that a different subject population

would manifest differences thaË could affect heart rate condition-

abil.Íty. The present experiment investigated yet another aspect of

lndívidual dÍfferences: The fact that a person was from a different

subject population, and that he may have had particular inherent

qualities or characteristÍcs because of Ít. This variabLe has been
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studied in a sample from a poErlation of athletes.

A review of the major parameters of cardiac control prevÍously

fnvestÍgated folloú¡s .

Kind of Feedback

there are four ways to classífy the kind of feedback used. The

fírst classÍfication Ís sensory modality for which auditory and visual

means are most frequently emphasized. Auditory feedback has been

presented in the form of tones of various frequencies (Shearn, L962;

Brener & Goesling, 1969). A variation of auditory feedback was used

by Ascough and Sípprelle (1968) when they successfully enployed operant

verbal conditioning techniques(posÍtive verbal statements) to modify

heart rate. More frequent, however, has been Èhe use of visual feed-

back-displayed by lights (Brener & Hothersall, 1966; nngef & Hansen,

L966; Engel & Chism, L967; Hamano & Miyake, I97O; Levene, Engel & Pear-

son, 1968), or an oscilloscope (Donelson, Lg66) or on a cardÍotacho-

meter for binary and proportional feedback studies. trn earlÍer human

studfes (FrazÍer, 1966; Shearn, L962) electric shock provided the

feedback. No st,aËistical differences have been reported r,rÍth respect

to the dÍfferent sense nodalitÍes employed (Blanchard & young , Lg73).

The second classification refers to ttbÍnary'r and itproporËionalrl

feedback. With binary feedback the subject is automatically ínformed

¡vhether. or. not he has reached the criterion against which the period

of his heart rate Ís compared. This has been used by Brener eË al..

(1966). Ilith proportional feedback, the subject is gíven beat to beat

feedback and told by how m.rch he Ís above or belo¡v the criterion.
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ThÍs .has been used in research by Blanchard and Young (L972), Fínley

(1971), and Sroufe (1971). To date, there have been no comparisons

between proporËional and binary feedback.

Feedback may also be classified in Ëerms of its frequency of

occurrence and may range from no feedback whatsoever (Bergman & John-

son, 1971, 1972; Brener et al., L969) through feedback at every 5 or

10 beats (Gatchel, L973) to feedback following each trial (Kínsman,

L973). In each of these studíes, subjects rTere able to control heart

rate without external feedback but only in the Bergman and Johnson

(L972) study hras thÍs abÍlity very greaË. SubjecËs r,¡ere ínstn¡cted

to increase heart rate and received no feedback. Similarly, Bergman

and Johnson (1.971) obtained both significant Íncreasss and decreases

for brÍef periods in the absence of any feedback. Stephens, Harris

and Brady (1972) suggesËed that the occurrence of imediate heart rate

changes Ín theír sËudy meant that f,eedback may not have been as impor-

tánt as believed. On the other hand, Brener et al. (1969) reported

thaÊ the amount of heart rate control was found to be a direct function

of Ëhe percentage of traíning trials (100% - 50"/" - o7") on which feed-

back was given.

The frequency of feedback issue hras tested dÍfferently by

studies ín which subjects r"¡ho were given feedback training hrere later

tested ¡¡ithout feedback. One must reaLíze that such studÍes mrst be

cautiousLy conpared with studies ín which subjects were independently

"traÍned" in a no feedback condÍtÍon. They do have practical signi-

ficance, however. Significant transfer of learned control over heart

Fl:*-r



rate.variabÍlity to periods without external feedback has been

reported by Harrison and RaskÍn (1973) and by Sroufe (1969, I97L).

In a study by Brener et al. (L969) iË was found that heart rate

control learned under conditions of augmented sensory feedback trans-

ferred to conditions under which no feedback was given (i.e.,

generalized self control of cardiac function). It was also reported

that these transfer effects were greatest for subjecËs in Ëhe 1007.

feedback condítion thereby supportíng the notion that hearË rate

conditioning is greater under condÍtions of greater frequency of

feedback.

The fourth kÍnd of feedback is false heart rate feedback;

subjects have been given information as to increases or decreases Ín

heart rate that was independent of their actual heart'raËe. False

heari rate feedback has had more effecË on subsequent behaviors

(Valins, Lg66) than actual heart rate changes (Lang eË aI., L9t67;

Sroufe, Lg6g). Schachter and Singer (L962) have reported that the

mere thought that one's heart rate is changing may dictate a subject rs

lnterpretaËion of generaLízed physiological reactions. In fact,

ValÍns (1966) found that subjects raËed more appealing those nude

sLides durÍng ¡vhich they experienced false heart rate feedback.

Doubtful as to the absence of concomitant physiologÍcal chaages, Stern,

Botto, and llerrick (1972 ) replicated ValÍns ' (1966) study and found

the concomitant physiological changes. Furthermore, they posited and

successfully tested the hypothesis that these actual physiologÍca1

changes were due to the subjects paying attention to their heart beats.
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In an interesting study by I'lalmstron (1970), it was reported that

subjects I heart beat 
.synchronized 

with Ëhe rhythmic beat of slow and

fasË classÍcal music and metronome beats. Ile also reported that

metronome beats rvere not very effective and that popular trrockrl

music played to rrrock fans" (pilor study) achieved the most pronounced

effects. It seems Ëhat subjects do undergo heart rate changes r,shen

gíven false heart rate feedback, however, false heart rate feedback

has a greater effect on subsequent behavíor and has not been the

method of choice for altering hearË rate.

Tvpe of Instructional Set: I(nowledge of Response by Ëhe Subject

AnoËher controversial issue in the heart rate condiÈioning

studies has been r'rhether or not the kind of information about the

response of interest has affected the learning of ".tií"" responses.

It¡is informaËÍon has been given to subjects through 'rinsËructional

setrr which is usually presented in one of the following forms (Berg-

man & Johnson, 1972): No specific heart rate information, specifÍc

heart rate ínformation, and augment.ed heart raÈe information. 
.

No specific heart rate information may consist of askÍng sub-

jects to try to make a light go on and/or stay on as often and for as

long as possible; ín other words, subjects are unaqrare that heart

rate ís the variable being monitored (Ascough & SÍpprelle, 1968;

Brener & HothersaLl, L966, L967; Engel & Chism, L967b Engel & Ilansen,

L966; FrazLer, L966; Levene et aI., 1968). A post hoc analysÍs of

studíes by Engel and his associates (1966, L967b) reveaLed that sub-

Jects did better nrhen they díd not correctly infer thaË heart rate



was the response. Those subjects who guessed that heart rate Ìdas

being controlled did not show evidence of learnÍng. trIith specific

hearË rate informatÍon subjects have been asked to attend to and

concentrate on their heart rate and hence hrere arrare that heart rate

changes rùere required. Both Bergman and Johnson (L97I) and Brener

et al. (1969) found that thÍs type of instnrctíonal seË facÍlÍtated

increases and decreases in heart rate.

tJith augmented sensory feedback subjects received cardiac 
,,

ínformation through one of the sensory modalities (auditory, visual)

fn addition to being told to attend to and concenÊrate on heart rate.

For example, subjects rrere able Ëo effect heart rate changes when

feedback r¿as presented orl an osciLloscope (Donelson, L966), over a

loudspeaker (Shearn, 1962), through earphones (Bergman & Johnson,

L972), via a meter (Lang, Sroufe, & Hastings, L967; Stevens eË al.,

L972) or light (Ginsberg, 1972) dÍsplay. In an attempt to assess the

efficacy of each type of instructional set, Bergman and Johnson (L972)

maniprlated each of the three types. Except for the no specífic

hearË rate information group, all subjects were able Ëo raise their

heart rate suggesting that awareness of the criterion response played

an ímportant role in raising heart rate. These fíndings on aüTareness

were contrary Ëo earlier results (Enge1 & Hanson, Lg66) whÍch suggested

that knowledge of the learning contingency interfered with attempts to

change heart rate. Bergman and Johnson (L972) suggested that this rtras

tnre for heart rate decreases only, since in their study, arüareness

e¡rhanced heart rate increases. These results rùere supported by Lang
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et a1.. (1967 ) and Sroufe (1969) who found that subjects could reduce

heart rate variability when told of the required response. This was

true as long as they received correct feedback. Blanchard, Scott r-

Young and Edmundson (L974) recently reported Lhat the correct knor¿-

ledge of the response facílitated learning to decrease heart rate but

not to Íncrease it. They also reported, in contradÍction to Bergman

and Johnson (1972), that feedback úras a significant advantage Ín

raising heart rate and slightly signifÍcant in lowerÍng heart raËe.

They explain the discrepancies in terns of Ëhe type of feedback used

suggestÍng that the audio feedback the Bergman and Johnson study

(L972) used r.ras not as effective as the direct visual feedback used

in theÍr own study.

the ÌIedíation Issue

There are several other methods of obtainíng cardíac control,

however, there remaÍns some doubt as to whether the heart rate Ís be-

ing instrument,ally condiËioned or sinply conErolled. Heart rate

condítioning may be êccounted for by nedíatÍonal contami.nants such as

m.rscle potential , mental imagery, or respiratÍon. . The review that

follows covers the theoretÍcal, methodologÍca1, and practical aspects

of thís Íssue.

Traditíonally, learning theorísts (Kinble, L96L) have held the

víew that autonomic response coul-d not be instnrmentally conditioned.

This also meant that the condÍtioning of autonomíc responses could noË

be accounted for by specÍfic physiological or psychological processes,

such as skeletal ¡m¡scle actívity or implÍcit verbal activity, respect-
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ively. Katkin and lú¡rray (1968) reviewed the literature to see if

ínstrumental conditíoning of the autonomic nervous system had been

de¡¡onstrated. In the earlier human studies, they reported respira-

tion artifacts (Shearn , L962), high positive correlations between

subjects I reports of their voluntary acËions and heart rate changes

(Engel & Chism, L967; Engel & Hansen, L966), and cardiac control

mediated by learned changes in muscle tensÍon (Brener & Hothersall,

1966, 1967; FrazÍer, L966; Hnatiow & Lang, L965). Several studies

were also críticized on the basis of potential classÍcal conditÍoning

paradigms (Brener & HoËhersall, L966, 1967; Frazier , 1966; llnatiow &

Lang, 1965).

Katkin and Mrrray (1968) then looked at a series of animal

studies that used Ëhe drug curare in an attempË to experÍmentally tesË

for these sources of mediation. Curare is a drug that paralyzes all

peripheral nervous system actÍvÍty (MÍller, 1969). Trowill (L967),

using curarized, respirated rats, reported both signifÍcant increases

and decreases ín hearÈ rate when using electrical brain stirm.¡lation as

a reward. Hor¿ever, on closer analysis, only heart rate slowing was

found to be significant. UnsatÍsfied with sma11 magnÍtude heart rate

changes (i.e., 5"/") Miller and Dicara (1967 ) were able to bríng about

large magnitude heart rate changes using shapíng procedures (i.e.,

207, from baseline). Black (L966), however, reported action potentials

ln electroencephalographíc recordings of deeply curarized dogs, indic-

ating perhaps that there hrere condítioned motor cortex responses which

mediated Ínstrumental conditíonÍng of the Al{S. To rule out thÍs
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possibiliÊy, Miller and Dicara (1968) applied strong electric shocks

to the animals' tails whÍch resulted in heart rate changes only half

as large as those obtained by instrumental conditionÍng. There stÍ11

ramained the possibility that molor cortex actÍviËy influenced the

heart dírectly. This was dÍscounted by Mil1er and Banuazizi (1968)

who dernonstrated dÍfferential and independenL condÍÈioning of heart

rate and intestinal activiËy. Their results supporËed oÈher evidence

that a particular visceral response could be conditioned wiËhout

inÉerference from, or aid of other vÍsceral resPonses (Birk, Crider,

Shapiro & Tursky, L966; Crider, Schwartz & Shnidman, L966; Gavalas,

L967; Shapiro, Crider & Tursky, L964; Snyder & Noble, 1968).

Because insÈrumental conditioning of the autonomic nervous

system was demonstraÈed in curarized animals only, Katkin and lúlrray

(1968) concluded the following: Although theoretically autonomic

condÍtÍoning of humans is possÍb1e, practically' one urust distinguish

between conditioning and controlling the autonomic nervous system

where conËrolling connotes Potential mediation.

Crider et al. (L969) r¿ere very critical of the perÍpheral

mediation model (Skínner, 1938) used by Katkin and M¡rray (1968) to

discredit instrumental conditíoning of the autonomíc nerous system.

The model is as follor,rs :

Rsm-----) s ê Rans > sI

^l
A skeletal muscle operanÊ (Rqn) produces a source of stÍmulation (S)

¡shÍch elícÍts an autonomic response (Rans¡. This ín turn ís followed

by a reinforcing event (Sr) which ís presumed to act to Íncrease the



probaþility of occurrence of the skeletal operant raÈher than the_,

autonomic reaction. Th" S 
-> 

Rans term may represent either an

uaconditioned or condítíonal reflex. If, on the one hand, these terms

represent an uncondÍËioned reflex, then evidence (McDonald, Johnson &

H,ord, L964) suggests that the response will habituate over time un-

less the response Ís of hÍgh intensity (Sokolov, 1963). If, on the

other hand, these Ëerns represented a condÍtional reflex, the auËonomic

response would extinguish due to nonreÍnforcement. Such results ¡¡ere

reported by Gavalas (1969) in a study in which elicited GSRs were

reinforced; i.e., the skeletal mlscle operant increased but the

autonomic response decreased.

I{ith an additional assumptÍon - the reÍnforcíng stÍnnulus has

stírulus properËies capable of uncondiËionally elicÍting the auËonomic

response - Ít Ís possible ah"g Pans

Rsm --> S ---àRans Sr > Rans

would ûot habituate or extinguÍsh over time. It is also possible that

Sr ¡yould act as an instrumental reinforcer for the prior skeletal

operant. However, Crider et 41. (1969) point out, the unlikelihood t,hat

the reinforcers used in the human -ûperanË studies, particularly a dim

llght or tone, signalling monetary reward, would be strengthened to

classÍcaIly reinforce the aqtonomic ihange. In fact, Kimmel (L964)

¡yas unable to prevent, a decrease Ín GSR using painful shock as the

reínforcíng sÊínulus.

l1

Ilhlle they accept the evi.dence (Gavalas, 1968) that the GSR
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should habituate, KaÈkin, lú.rrray and Lachman (1969) stated that such

a finding is unique to GSR conditioning; there is no habituation of

the autonomic response for other somatoautonomic relationships

(LÍsina, 1965; Rice, L966). In the light of Crider et aL. rs (1969)

warranted claims, KatkÍn et al. (1969) concluded that these differ-

ences in habituatíon may be a reflection of onets uncertainËy, in

experimental sÍtuations, as to whether one Ís dealing wiËh orÍenting,

defensive, or homeostatic behavÍor. For example, correspondence

between skeletal muscle operants and autonomic responses may be a

reflection of the known homeostatic relationship between the Éwo

variables (Lisina, 1965).

Crider et al. (1969) have a second criticísm of their own

mediation model which they set up as a type of straw man alternative

to Katkin and lúrrrayrs (1968) study. They stated that since direct-

ionalÍty of the classically condiËioned response was fixed by the

nature of the reinforcing stiuulus, the mediation model could not

account for the fact that the same reÍnforcing stim.rlus qras used to

Íncrease the frequency of the sane autonomic resPonse, i.e., bídirec-

tional operant condítioning. As evidence they cite studíes by Engel

and ChÍsm (L967 ) and Engel and Hansen (1966). In a later review of

these sEudÍes (lúrrray & Katkin, 1968) no evidence for bidirectÍonal

operant conditíoning was found; hence, invalidating Crider et al. rs

(1969) claim. Ilowever, recent researches have demonstraËed bÍdirec-

tional operant conditioning (Bergrnan & Johnson, 1971; Blanchard et al.,

L972; Brener & HothersalL, L966, L967; $cott et al., L972).

:::..-:r::.1 : :-.':-:.::ì,: :
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' Crider et al. (1969) also take issue with a cognitive råi.-

tion hypothesis Ín which certain forms of ideation can act as con-

dítional stÍmuli for the el-ícitation of autonomic responses. They in

turn cite several studies in which autonomÍc differences between

experimental and conËro1 groups lrere not attributable to ideational

activity (Johnson & Schwartz, 1967; Schrsartz & Johnson , L969; ShapÍro

et al., 1964). Katkin and I'hrrray (1968) cited a study (Stern, L967)

in which the two groups developed tqro different pattern of cogniÊ1ve

responses, however, Crider et al. (1969) pointed out that there were

no GSR conditioning differences beËween the groups. Crider et al.

(1969) also cited several studies indicating índependence between

conditioned and concomiËantly measured variables (Gavalas , L967;

RÍce, L966; Snyder & Noble, 1968) and stated that: rfto account for

such results, a cognitive mediation hypotheis would have to posit a

dÍfferent cognitive event (or class of events) for each vÍsceral

response pattern resulËing from operant conditÍoning (p. 548), I' They

felt that this was impossible.

In a more recent study on physÍological correlates of mental

activÍty (Klínger & Barta, 1973), however, dífferentíal heart rates

¡vere found Ëo be attributable to different kÍnds of cognitive tasks.

For example, tasks requíring a person to ímagine a liked person,

suppress such thoughts, or search for alËernative so,lutions to a prob-

len, resulted in lower heart rates whíle problems involving high con-

centratÍon yielded signifÍcantly hÍgher heart rates. CLearly, fox

those researchers who are theoretically and methodologícaLly inclÍned,

13
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the notÍon of cogniËive mediation has been a contested one.

The mediational variable that has recej.ved the most aËtention,

perhaps because it has been most easily demonstrated, has been

respiration. In the past the problem has been dealt with in various

ways (Blanchard & Young, L973), ranging from sÍmply monitoring

respíraÈion to statistically controlling for its effects. In many

of the earlÍer heart rate conditioning studies (Brener & Ilothersall,

1966; Brener et al., 1969; Harwood, 1962; Shearn, L962), respiration

variables hrere recorded but noË analyzed, even though the effects of

breathÍng on heart rate were avaÍlable at the time;

A second approach, although relatively Íneffectual, rdas to

instruct subjects not to change their breathing patËern from normal

(Blanchard & Young, L972; Engel & Chism, L967b; Engel & Hansen, 1966;

GÍnsberg, L972; Levene et al., 1968). Its ineffecciveness became

apparent in the Levene et al. study (1968) where, Ín spite of being

told not to alter breathing, some subjects did so without ar^rareness.

Levene eË al. (1968), therefore, used what night be considered a third

approach to dealing with respiration problems: Èhe subject rüas

instnrcted to pace his baseline respiration rate with something like

a metronome or rhythmic puff of aÍr. Levene et al. (1968) paced two

of theír five heart rate conditioning subjects to fast and slow

breathing and reported no sÍgnificant changes in heart rate. Contrary

to Brener and Hothersall's (1967) hypothesÍs, they reported no gross

m¡sculo-skeletal maneuvers, although the possíbility exÍsted that a

co¡mon mediator lras responsible for the concurrent breathing and
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cardiac changes. The following human studies reported no gross

nrsculo-skeletal mane-uvers: Brener and Hothersall |f.lg66, L967);

Engel and Chísm (L967b); Engel and Hansen (1966); Frazier (1966);

Hnatío¡¡ and Lang (1965). successful cardiac changes using the pacing

technique rrere reported by Engel and Chism (1967a), Sroufe (1969),

stern and Anschel (1968 and Themís (1970). sroufe (1969), hohrever,

pointed out that the ability to control heart rate deteriorates when

control over another varÍable such as respiration is required.

Engel and Chism (L967a) looked at the effects of sustained

slowed and increased breaËhing rate on heart rate and reported no

relationship beÈween Ëhem. Breathing rate did, however, affect heart

rate variability - there tras an inverse relaÊionship. These results

were confirmed by sroufe (L97L) who manipulated respiratory volume

or depth as well as rate. Respiratory depth affecÊed both heart rate

level and heart raËe variabiliËy; deep breathing resulËed in a faster

more variable heart rate while shallow breathÍng had the opposiËe

effect. Stern and Anschelrs (1968) fíndíngs rüere sÍmilar and they

added that Ëhe acceleratory component of heart rate was related to

depth of inspiraËion, whereas the deceleratory coùponent ¡sas related

mostly to the decreased breathÍng rate; an ínËeractÍon bet¡¡een depth

and rate was sugge

The fourth approach to respíratory variables has been to moni-

tor, aualyze, and control statÍstically, through covarÍance analyses,

arysystematic variatíons in respiration. This procedure has been used

by Finley (L9,7L), EeadrÍck et al. (L97L), IlnatÍow and Lang (1965), and
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and lang et al. (L967), none of whom found any direct significant

relatÍonshíp between heart rate and respiration changes.

.l¡st as with somatic and cognitive mediation, Èheoretical and

practical distinctions u¡st also be made in the case of respiration.

Sroufe (L97L) denonstrated that rrrespiraËion can be explicitly

utilizetl Ëo control hearË rate (P. 654)", by providíng subjects wÍth

respÍratory feedback. Ee also concluded that 'rthe fact Ëhat cardiac

control ís possíble wíth respiration experimentally controlled merely

suggesËs that subjects can control heart rate independent of respir-

ation, not that respiration is of minor imporËance (P. 654; Sroufe,

1971)." This is very similar to Katkin and lúrrray's (1968) corrmenË

that one musÈ distÍnguish between condiËíoníng and controlling heart

raËe.

IndÍvidual Differences and Heart Rate Conditionabilitv

at this point, a varíety of facËors that affect heart rate

condiËionabÍlíty have been examined. These factors have all been of

an experimental nature noting also the theoretical and methodological

issues. It was then necessary to consider factors of individual

differences in the abiliËy to effect changes in heart rate. These

factors mrst eíther be exPerimentally.conÈrolled or be identified

where coafounding. That individual differences in condítíonability

can have deleterÍous effects has been dealt with methodologically by

Church (1964).

Age and sex, both developmental varÍables, have been explored

only casually. For example, Silverman and Campos (1973) reported no

16



evidence of instrumental heart rate condÍtioning in one and two year

olds, but did find that three year olds showed divergent heart rate

clrrves as a function of Ërainíng in both acquisition and extÍnction

phases. Although thÍs finding is not important for most heart.rate

conditioning studies, it'shculd be kept in mind. More substantially,

there have been some post hoc findÍngs thaÈ males appear to be

rrsuperiorrr to females in their ability to raise theír hearË rates,

but that no differences exÍsted in their ability to lower theÍr heart

rates (Young & Blanchard, L972). Given the valÍdiËy of such findings,

it follows that researchers should use homogeneous groups of subjects

or wíthín group designs. In a study by Porges and Stamps (1973) the

sex dimension did not contribute to the heart rat,e-respiratÍon pattern

ln human newborns. Fortunately, both of these developmental variables

are easify controlled.

Snoking behavÍor was anoËher variable that affected heart rate

and potentíally heart rate conditionability. Both positÍve (Elliot,

1968) and negative (Erwin, L97I) effects on heart rate conditíonabil-

ity have been observed in smokers. 811Íot (1968) emphatically reported

that smoking behavior caused elevations ín heart rate of about 20

beats per mÍnute, the effects requirÍng at, least an hour to dissipate.

IIe therefore suggested that habítual smokers shouLd undergo at leasË

an hour of abstinence before participating in heart raËe experiments.

On the other hand, Erwin (L97I) found no heart raÈe changes before,

during, or after smokÍng that could be attribuËed to smoking per se.

In EnyÍnrs (1971) study, radiotelemetric recording procedures were

T7
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used. while subjects r¿ere ambulant, and smoking behavior nas spontane-

ous ín both initiation and rate. He accounted for the effects of

smokÍng on heart rate in other studies by the fact that subjects may

have been presented wÍth cigarettes when theír hearË rate t¡as at its

lowest level; an uncoumon smoking time. DespiEe this, Elliotrs

(1968) suggestion r^ras stiLl seen as noteworthy.

IndívÍdual differences have also been reported in autonomÍc

alra,reness, or auÈonomic nervous sysËem perceptibilÍty, usually

measured by the Autonomic Perception Questionnaíre (Mandler, Mandler,

& UvÍller, 1958; see Appendix B). ThÍs paper and pencil questionnaire

has been used in an attempL to demonstrate a relationship beÈween

internal autonomÍc aT^rareness and cardiac control. Bergman and Johnson

(1971) questioned wheEher frnaturally occurring feedback" r,¡ould be

sufficÍent Ëo obtain cardiac control, where naturally occurring feed-

back presupposed some accurate perception of autonomic activity. IË

nas theír hypothesis thaË the veridicality of autonomic percepËíon,

specifÍcaIly heart rate perceptibÍ1ity, riras relat,ed to the degree of

heart rate conËro1. UsÍng the Autonomic Perception QuestionnaÍre,

they dÍd not confÍrm theÍr hypothesis. They found a greaËer degree

of heart rate control exhibited by middle scoring subjects over the

high and low scoring groups (the higher the score, Ëhe greater the

internal autonomic awareness). On the other hand, Blanchard et al.

(L972), Engel and llansen (1966), and Green and Níelsen (1966) reported

greater cardiac controL with persons n'ho were low scorers on the

questÍonnaire. Engel and Hansen (1966) suggested that too mt¡ch auto-

18
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nomic nervous system ar'rareness may interfere with cardÍac conËrol.

GÍnsberg (L972) used a different measure of autonomic ar¡rareness (self-

reported estímates of heart rate; Huang r i-969; as cited by Ginsberg, '.',.,

1972) and predicted thaË medium heart rate perceÍvers ¡,¡ould demon-

strate the greatest cardÍac control (Í.ê., â curvilinear relationshíp);

hearË rate percepËibÍlíty rías unrelated to cardÍac control. Perhaps ., , 
.,

thís was due to the dÍfferent measure of autonomic ar,rrareness that he 
" :

,,t, a 
t 

,t.l
used. ,',-..

The ratÍonale for expecting persons r.rith high autonomic ar¡rare-

ness to have greater cardÍac control most likely derived from earlier

work indicating that greater amounts of external feedback led to

increased cardiac control. However, Bergman and Johnson (Lg72) later

reported that itaugmentedrr feedback was not better than trspecific

heart rate informaËiontt.

Ï¡ an experiment on the operant control of heart rate variabÍl-

fty, McFarland and Coombs (1974) Ínvestigated qrhether persons differ- ,, .

'ti',..:'t,.' Íng in anxiety mÍght differ in their abiliËy to control heart rate. 
'

: i _: :. :.t.

As a measure of anxiety, they chose Taylorfs (1953) Manifest Anxiety ::':.,::

Scale whÍch correlated positively (r = .515; I974)vríth the Autonomic

PerceptÍon Questionnaire. They reported that the míddle anxiety sub-

Jects had hÍgher mean heart rate control scores than the high anxÍety ,'',:.:'

subjects. This ís consÍstent r¿ith those studies having reported that

medíum ínternal aürareness subjects demonstrated the greatest cardiac

control. If the relatÍonship between anxiety and heart rate conditíon-

abil.Íty is valÍdated, then there are implícatÍons for an adequate , :::,



adaÞtation period followÍng a comfortable introduction to the labora-

tory setËing.

Iocus of control has also been found to be a factor Ín heart

rate condiËíonabí1ity. In a study usÍng internal and external locus

of control subjects, Ray and Strupp (L972) found that Ínternals were

better able to increase their heart rate, r'rhile externals were betËer

able to decrease their heart rate. At this poínt, the relationships

between heart rate control, internal autonomic alrareness, locus of

control, and anxiety requÍre further investigation to províde system-

aËic hypotheses. The importance of the latter three variables lie

in the fact that each has accounted for certain proportÍons of the

variance attributable to successful cardiac control.

Rrrpose of the Study

The present study was concerned with yet another variable that

mày contrÍbute to individual differences in heart rate conditionabíl-

tty. This variable concerns changes Ín heart rate or heart rate

variabílity. In previous research (Harrison & Raskin, Lg73; Hnatíow,

L97l; Hnatiow & Lang, 1965; Lar€et al., L967; Sroufe, L97l) heart rate

variability has been considered a dependent variable, one thaË may

change as a functÍon of experÍmental manipulatíon. ThÍs study

ínvestígated heart raËe variabílity as an índependent variable by

attemptíng to answer Êhe following question: Do individuals, whose

daÍly functions cause them to experience wÍde ranges in heart rate

variability (4O-180* beats per minute), have dÍfferential abilities to

effect heart rate changes? In partícular, the present study was con-

20
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cerned with the ways in r'rhich such potentially differing abilities

would manifest themselves.

frlÍth the above question in mind, a group of athletes was

chosen to represent Ëhose persons rÀrith a wide range in heart rate

variability. Robinson (1968) has Índicated that iË is not uncommon

for athletes to experÍence changes in heart rate from as low as 40

and up to 180 beats per minute durÍng a day of training. IIe has

also reported that athletes show a decrease in resting heart rate

after a period of training. For comparison purposes o a group of

ttrormals" (Í.e., university students) was chosen to represent indi-

víduals with a normal or average range in heart rate variability.

In additÍon to the athlete versus normal dimension of cardiac

functíoniûg, a measure of cardiac ttfitnesstr rras taken. All subjects

lrere requÍred to complete a síx minute peddling task (ERGO; see

Procedure and Training) on a bicycle ergometer after v¡hich heart rate

was measured. A lower heart raËe indicated greater cardiac rrfítnesstl

(Corroll , Lg74)1. If differential abilÍtÍes Ëo condítion heart raËe

existed as a funcËion of the above variables, they nere expected to

be manÍfested Ín the followÍng:

'a) final hearË rate level attaÍned for increases and decreases;

,b) 
the number of sessions required to reach the final heart rate

level;

c) the length of time spenË sÍgnificantly raising and lowering heart

2L

1V. Corroll, personal comrnícation, January 8, L974.
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rate;

d) AutonomÍc Perception QrestionnaÍre level; and

e) the way Ín whÍch respiratÍonÌras used, if at all.

Because the athletes had experienced a wide range in heart

rate varÍabÍlity due to their daily training procedures, they were

expected to be able t,o raise their heart rates to a greater degree

Ín fewer sessions. llowever, because of the athleters lower resting

heart rate, the norrnals were expected to demonstrate greater cardiac

decreases. Because heart rate lowerÍng Ís generally a more difficult

task for all persons (Engel , L97I; Headrick et al . , L97I), differ-

ences in heart rate lowering over sessions were not expected. It was

expecÈed that uost AthleËes ¡vould obtain lower ERGO scores while most

No¡mals r¿ould obtain higher ERGO scores. By substÍtuting lonr and

high ERGO scores for athlete and normal, respectively, the same pre-

dictions were made as for the athlete - normal dímension.

SÈatement of the Hypotheses

1. Athletes can raise their heart rate to a greater degree

than Normals.

2. Athletes can raise theír heart rate to a greater degree

in fewer sessions than Normals.

3. Nomals can lower theÍr heart rate Ëo a greater degree

thau Athletes.

4. Athletes can naÍntain theír heart rate above criterÍon for

longer periods of time than Normals.

5. Persons wÍth lor¿er heart rates on the ERGO task demonstrate

22
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greater cardiac increases Ëhan persons wiËh higher heart rates.

6. Iow and rnÍddle scorers on the Autonomic Perception

Q¡.restionnaire demonsËrate greater cardiac control than high scoring ,"...,..
t-:-i-ir-r: -.;.

subjects.

7. Athletes and Nom.als do not dif fer in the frequency of

respiratíon rate nor in iËs use as a potential medÍator of heart rate 
,,,,¡,.;t,

condítioning. t r' :' :
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Sub iects

Subjects were 30 male students from the University of l{anitoba.

The experimental subjects qrere 15 aËhletes from the DepartmenË of

Physical Education and the control subjects were 15 Introductory

students from the Department of Psychology. The athletes were in

training for an average of 7.6 years with a range of one to ten yeårs.

The average age of the athletes was 21.3 (range; 18-28), while thaË of

the normals was 19.9 (range L7-26). All subjects were free from card-

íorespiratory ailments (deternined in a t,elephone interview) and were

instnrcted to refrain from smoking and heavy exercise for one hour

prior Ëo each sessíon (Elliot, 1968).

Ìfandler et al. rs Autonomic PercetÍon Q,r.restionnaire (1938) was

adminÍstered Ëo 50 varsity aËhletes from several faculties including

the.Department of Physical Education and Ëo 49 Introductory students

from the Department of Psychology. This allowed one to determÍne that

the t¡so population disËributions rüere símilar Ëhereby assurÍng that the

athlete and normal groups were equated on the basis of auËonomic aware-

Dess. AlL subjects hTere chosen on the basis of this guestionnaÍre.

For each of the athleÈes and normals, five subjects were chosen from

each of Èhe high, medíumrand low score ranges resulting in 15 subjects

per group. The rrfitness of each group was determined by a st,andard

workload on a bícycle ergometer. The heart rate at Ëhe end of Ehe work-

load was used to categorÍze rrfitness". subjects were either hÍgh or

low ERGO scorers.

24
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Apparatus

ALl recording was done on a Grass Model 58 polygraph. ElecËro-

cardiograms rüere recorded from silver disc electrodes applÍed Ëo the

subjectsf right forearm and left leg (Venables & Martin, L966). The

ground lead was placed on the subjects I right ear. The electrocardio-

gram ülas fed into the cardíotachometer (Model 5P 48; SerÍal no. G021U5)

and then into a monitor which converted the signal ínto heart rate on

a beat to beaË basis. The monitor output was fed ínto a feedback com-

paraËor which determined whether or not the particular heart rate vtas

above or belor,r the subjecËs I predetermÍned crÍËerÍon. This criterion

was determined during the last 120 seconds of the adaptaËion period by

taking the subjectsr average heart rate. The comparator controlled tr'ro

cum¡lative binary timers which provided the total time per trial that a

subject rìras successful at either increasing or decreasing his heart

rate. the comparator also triggered the feedback signal generator

whích provided the visual feedback to the subject when his heart rate

ïas above or below hís criterion. DifferenËial visual feedback was

provided by two líghts placed ín fronÊ of the subject: one lÍght

fndícated successful increases; the other, successful decreases. The

feedback lights varied in intensity, proportional to the degree of

success in altering heart rate. VariatÍons in brightness reflected a

range of 0-16 beats for decreases and a range of 0-18.4 beats for

Íncreases. A third líght indícated rest periods to the subject, durÍng

¡vhich tíme the feedback lights were ínoperative. When the rest light

!ùas on, the subjects I heart rate was ¡ríthin 1.5 beats above or below
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hÍs criterion hèart rate level. A tape recorder, controlled by the

experimenter, Tñras used to present the instructíons to Íncrease hearÊ

rate, decrease heart rate, and to rest.
' Io order to monitor the possible contaminants of respiration and

muscle poËentÍal, a thermÍstor and electromyographic electrodes were

applied to each subject. The thermistor, placed Ínside the subjectls 
\

right nostrÍl, allowed the respiration rate and anplitude to be

recorded. l"fi¡scle potential ü7as recorded from the frontalis leads

(Venables & Martin, 1966).

The respiration rate signaL was fed into a low level D.C. Pre-

anplÍfier (Model 5PIE; SerÍal no, G07259) and into the D.C. Driver

Aoplifier (Model 50; Serial no. G06307). The elecËromyographic sÍgnal

was fed into an EMG InËegrator Preamplifier (Model SP3A; Serial no.

G011X0) and into the D.G. Dríver Amplifier (Model 50; Serial no. G06306).

The amplified signals all appeared on the charted polygraph paper.

' In order to obtain a quantifiable measure of cardÍac fitness,

'a11 subjects unden¡ent a sÍx-minute peddle on a bicycle ergomeËer. the

ergometer consisted of a stationary peddle bike wíth a (variable set-

tfng) steel disk that allowed for changes in the work load. Changes Ín

workload and peddling speed r¡ere shown on the recording apparaËus vrhích

was attached to the bike and plugged into an ordÍnary wall circuit.

Qgestíonnaire

The Autonomíc PerceptÍon Q,uestionnaire (Appendix B) consists of

29 items dealing with auËonomíc perceptibility. Five of these ítems

deal specifÍcally with arirareness of cardiac activíty. SubJects responded



by placing a slash anyr,rhere along a line below each item. A slash on

the líne índicated the degree to which each person felt about a

partÍcular statement. The line was later divided into I0 equal

segments and the response r¡ras scored between zero and nine, a high

score indicatÍng greater aÌ¡rareness, a low score lesser ar^rareness. Each

personts ratÍngs rüere sunrned over all five items and designated as a

high, medium or lor.r score. IIÍgh, medium and low score ranges r^7ere

determined on Ëhe basis of percentages taken from Ëhe normatÍve daËa

obtained before running the study.

Procedure and Training

The trainÍng vras carried out in a sound attenuated, radio

frequency shielded, air conditioned room that qTas ílluminated by one

40 ¡ratt lightbulb. An audiometer determined Ëhat the background noise

level in the room r.ras neglÍgible. The experimenter and the remaÍning

apparatus ¡sere in an adjoÍning room linked by an intercom.

Upon entering the lab, all subjects lsere greeted, led into the

'experimental chamber, seated and explained the purpose and functÍon

of the experiment and electrodes, respectively. After applying the

electrodes, subjects ¡sere moved to a reclÍning chair and r¿ere read a

set of insËnrctÍons (Appendix C) about their specific tasks and the

feedback apparatus. An abbreviated versíon \Àras used for the thTo

succeeding sessions.

Each subject (AppendÍx A) underwent three heart rate condítioning

sessions at approximately the same time of day, one week apart. 4L1

sessions began with a ten minute baseline or adaptation period. RestÍng
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heart rate level was determined during the last 120 seconds of the

ten mÍnute adaptation period. The three beat per minute range, above

and below ¡uhich subjects were rewarded (i.e., gÍven beat to beat feed-

back) was also determined during that 120 second period. This range

was also referred to as the subject rs trigger or criterion level heart

rate. Each sessíon consisted of two blocks of four tríals (i.e., .t*n:_

trÍals) for each of the tnro directions (increases, decreases). A'trial

consÍsted of 90 seconds of heart rate Íncrease or decrease followed by

an average 45 second rest perÍod. The last 30 seconds of each inter

tríal Ínterval constituted the pre feedback period which was used as

the initial or baseline heart rate. The order of increases and de-

creases nras randomized wiËhin blocks and. used for all subjects. These

ínstrr¡ctions qrere presented to the subjects via a Èaperecorder which

lras started by the experimenter at the beginning of the adaptation

period.

At the end of the last session, all subjects ütere requÍred to

sit on a bícycle ergometer and peddle for six minutes against a force

of 825 kílogram-meters per second, at a speed of between 50 and 60

rotations per minute. This particular workload was chosen because it

lras stressful enough to require an elevated heart rate yet not too

exhaustive for the noruals such that they would be sËraining to a sig-

nÍficantly greater degree than the athletes. Ergometric tests such as

this one measure a personrs aerobic capacity (de VrÍes, L966). During

the last 15 seconds of thís task, the experimenter measured the subject rs

heart rate at the carotid pulse. The radial pulse was used for those
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subjecËs níth a rüeak or dÍfficult to obtain carotid pulse

After the bicycle ergometer task, each subjecË qras given a

questionnaíre wíth both specific and open ended guestions concerning ,, .,,
: :; :: . :::_

technÍques used to alter Ëheir heart rates (Appendix D).

Data Quantification and Analyses 
\

Heart rate r'ras calculated for each 90 second trial period and :.,:. :
:' ..' -. -'i

l.::.: : :.ì .-.30 second pre trí41 period and m¡ltiplied by two-thirds and two, 
,,.,,1i.':-:.:r:'

respectively, to obtain a value in beats per minute. These heart rate :.,".,,.','

values, which were obtained from the polygraph charts, úrere taken for

all subjects over âllsessions, for both directÍons and over all trials.

For the dependenÊ variable of time spent conditioning, time in seconds

was determíned from the counter readings for all subjects sver all

sessions, f.or both dÍrections and over all trials.

Using pretrÍal heart rate as the covarÍate, the heart raËe values

were subjected to a thro-betsreen four-within analyses of covariance

with repeated measures on the wíthin facËors. The tíme daÊa was :..;.i.
,......,.,¡.i

subjected to a repeated measures analysis.of variancé. .... ,,
As wÍth hearE rate, respiratíon rate was calculated for each of 't,,,'

the trí41 (90 seconds) and pretrial (30 seconds) periods over alL

sessÍons for alL subjects. Respiratíon rate r^ras defined as the number

of breaths in each measurement period in which inspiration úras completed ',,,i""i "1:r- ij-:-:-

during the perÍod. the obtained values !ìrere rnul.tÍplied by two-thÍrds

and two, respectÍvely, to obtaÍn a respiratÍon rate in breaths per

minute. The repiration rate data was analyzed by a one-between four-

withín anal.yses of covariance r¿Íth reþeaËed measures on all Ëhe l¿ithín :.
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to quantify the electromyograph data,

for visual scanning purposes onLy.

30
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RESUITS

Ileart Rate

An analysÍs of covariance, with repeated measures on the wÍthin

factors (Sessions, DÍréctions, Blocks, Trials) was performed in order

to test for hearË rate conditioning differences between Àthletes and

Normals. This analysís is shown ín Table 1. There were no signífícant

dífferences betnreen Athletes and NormaLs (F = 2.80; df;Lr23, p = .108)

on the basis of mean heart rate changes attained. There were also no

significant interactions between groups and either one of the within

factors. The heart raËe analysis also revealed no significant differ-

ences over the three sessions (F = .02; d.f.:2r47, p = .977) or betr¿een

the two directÍons (F = .I7; df.tL,23r p = .680). However, signifÍcant

Bl.ocks (F = 19.97; df.:LrL3, p ( .001) and Blocks x Directíons (F = 7,34;

df:Lr23, p = .013) effects were found. All trial effects were rendered

meaningless because the ordering of the blocks of four trials that were

analyzed did not correspond to the random order in which Ëhey were

actually presented.

A post hoc anaLysÍs using Scheffers Ratío !üas used to test the

differences between the adjusted celL means follor¿ing a sÍgnificant over-

all F test. This analysis is shown ín Table 2. The significant Blocks

effect was Ín favor of BLock one and indicated that subjects demonstrated

a greater degree of heart raËe condÍtionÍng during Block one than BLock

two. The sígnificant DÍrections x Blocks effect indicated that both de-

creases and íncreases duríng Block one rrere signifícantly greater than

decreases in heart rate duríng Bl.ock two. Decreases duríng Block one lrere

significantly greater than heart rate increases during Block two. The

signifícant DÍrections by Blocks effects are illustrated in FÍgure L.
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IABI,E 1

Aaalysis of .CovarÍance for IIR T,eveL Attained: Group

and Autonomic ?erception QuestíonnaÍre Level

Source tfSssdf
Prob.F

Exceeded

G

H
GH
1-ST Covar
Error

s
SG

SH

SGH

1-ST Covar
Error

D

DG

DH

DGTI

1-ST Covar
Error

SD
SDG

SDTI

SDGH

L-ST Covar
Error

B
BG

BH

BGII
1-ST Covar
Error

1

2
2
1

23

2
2
4
4
1

47

599.44
L552.s6
1359. 19

77 581.25
4928.3L

6.L9
r_6.93

774.78
48.27

LL772.86
636L.74

3.6t+
L7.42
8.93

20.20
0.36

478.92

10.20
3r..33
29.O8
L7.L7
31.09

549.78

786.55
s6.07
26.96
26.40
47.3L

906.04

599.44
776.28
679.59

77 58L.25
2L4.27

3.09
8.47

193.69
L2.07

LL772.86
L3s.36

3.64
Ll.(+?
4.47

10.1_0
0.36

20.82

5.10
L5.67
7.27
4.29

31.09
LL.7O

786.55
56.07
L3.48
L3.20
47.3L
39.39

2.80
3.6211
3.L7

362.06

.108

.043

.061

.000

t
t_

2
2
1

23

2
2
4
4
L

47

0.02 .977
0.06 .939
L.43 ' .239
0.09 .985

86.98**rìÈ .000

o.L7 .680
0.84 .370
o.zL .809
0.48 .622
0.02 .897

0.44
L.34
o.62
0.37
2.66

L9.97
L.42
0.34
0.34
L.20

.649

.272

.649

.831

.110

.000

.245

.7L4

.7L9

.284

t
1

2
2
I

23

Gontinued...
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Source dt ss
?rob.F

Exceeded

SB
SBG

SBH
SBGTI

1-ST Covar
Error

DB

DBG

DBIT

DBGH

1-ST Covar
Error

SDB
SDB
SDBIT

SDBGH
1-ST Covar
Error

ÎG
TTI

TGII
L-ST Covâr
prror

ST
STDG

STII
SlGH
1.ST Covar
Error

DT

DlG
DTTI

DlGH
L-ST Govar
Error

1

1
2
2
1

23

2
2
t+

4
I

47

2
2
4
4
1

7

3
3
6
6
1

7L

3

3
6
6
1

7L

13. s3
11_r..80
40.59
57 .9L

106.83
L684.53

L63.70
0.20

33.94
32.88

L.22
513.30

L2.45
18.6 L

110.84
16.0s
LL.92

LL79.4s

256.47
9s.87

LO7 .09
L42.L7

0.06
L468.27

46.09
LOL.79
275.L3
L55.t4
00.0002

2733.26

L47.32
37.44
82.89
57.L5
9.66

1035.00

6.77
6s.95
10. L5
L4.48

106 .83
35.84

t63.70
0.20

L6.97
L6.44
L.22

22.32

6.22
9.30

27.7L
4.OL

LL.92
25.09

85.49
3L.96
L7 .85
23.70
0.06

20.68

7.80
L6.96
22.93
L2.93
0.002

L9.LL

49.LL
L2.48
t3.81
9.53
9.66

L4.58

0.19
L.56
o,28
0.40
2.98

7 .34r<
0.0L
0.76
0.74
0.05

.829

.22L

.887

.805

.091_

.0L3

.926

.479

.490

.8L7

0.2s .78L
0.37 .692
1.10 .366
0.16 .9s8
0.48 .494

4. 13*ik :009
1.55 .2L0
0.86 .526
r.. 15 .345
0.003 .956

0.41 .873
0.89 .506
L.20 .289
0.68 .772
0.00001 .997

6
6

L2
L2

1

L43

3.37*
0.86
0. 95
o.65
0.66

.o23

.468

.467
.687
.4L8

Contínued. . .
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Source Prob. F
Exceededdf SS lfs

SDT
SDTG

SDTH
SDTGH
1-ST Covar
Error

BT
BTG
BTH
BTGH

l-ST Govar
Error

SBT
SBTG

SBTH

SBTGH

1-ST Covar
Error

DBT
DBTG
DBlH
DBTGH

1-ST Govar
Error

SDBT
SDBTG
SDBTH
SDBTGH
l-ST Covar
Error

61. 13
48.27

274.84
r74.9L

r.27
2332.s7

165. 11
tt7.2L
44.L4

201.30
36.69

1084.2s

2L0.43
29.49

167.74
279.86
19.34

2s44.33

260.96
36. 88
64.33
60.79
2.9L

L279.16

89. l3
136.84
rL4.04
113.85
33. 41

208s.84

r0.19
8. 04

22.90
14. s8
L.27

16. 31

53.70
39.07
7.36

33. 55
36.69
L5.27

35.07
4.92

r3. 98
23.32
L9.34
L7 .79

86. 99
L2.29
I0.72
10.13
2.9L

18. 01

14.85
22.8r

9. s0
9.49

33.47
L4.59

0.62
0.49
L.40
0. 89
0.08

3.52**
2.56
0.48
2.20
2.40

t.97
o.28
0.79
1. 31
1.09

4.93**
0.68
0.60
0.56
0:16

r.02
r.56
0. 65
0. 65
2.29

6
6

12
t2
I

1.43

3
3
6
6
1

7L

6
6

L2
T2

1

L43

3
3
6
6
I

7L

6
6

L2
L2
I

r43

.770

.813

.170

.555

.78r

. 019

.062

.820

.gs3

.726

.074

.947

.66s

.218

.299

.o04

. s66

.733

.7s9

.689

.4L6

.L62

.79s

.796

.L32

*p ( .05
*nrp ( .01

***P < .001
Factor 1 (G) = Group; FacÊor 2 (H) =Factor 4 (D) = Directions; Factor 5

Covariate - Inití.a1 Heart Rate.

APQ level; Factor 3
(B) = Blocks; Factor

(S) = Sessíons;
6 (T) = Trials;
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. TABLE 2

Scheffets Ratío on the Difference Between

DÍrections by Blocks Effect

?airs of Means

on HR

DÍrections
' Blocks

DzBt

DzBt

DrBt

DzBz

DtBz

DzBz

Obtained Dífference
Between Means

2.26

1.50

1. s8

teveL of
Sígnificance

p(

p(

p(

the

L,27

L,27

r,27

.01 ;

.025

.025

Dl '= Increase

,DZ = Decrease

81 = Block one

82 = Blo"k two
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. Although there were no heart rate change differences between the

Athletes and Normals, ít ís noteworthy to look at the tendencies in this

dÍrection as displayed graphically (Figure 2). Figures 1 and 3 ¡¡ere

drawn using the adjusted ceLL means. From FÍgure 2, it is clear

that the Normals consÍstentLy conditioned their heart rate to a

slíghtly greater degree than the Athletes. ThÍs was clearly in

opposition to the first hypoËhesis.

Time

Dífferences between Athletes ard Normals on the dependent vari-

able of tíme spent conditioníng trere tested by a one-between four-

within analysis of variance. This anal.ysis is revealed Ín Table 3.

Overall, there were no sígnificant differences betrveen groups (F = 3.38;

df:Lr29, p = .077). There were also no signifÍcant interactions between :

groups and eíËher of the ¡sithin factors. In addition, the Sessions and

Dírections effects were nonsignificant. The Groups, Sessíons and

Dlrections analyses have been illustrated graphicall.y (Figures 3-5)

. demonstrating the tendency for Athletes to spend more time condítiong

:heart rate changes than Normals.

As with the analysís of heart rate' the Blocks (F = 9.38; df:l,

28, p = ,006) and Directions x Blocks (F = 25,64; df :Lr28, P ( .001)

effects for the Time variabLe were signifÍcant. Unlíke heart rate, the

analysis of Sessions x Dírections (F = 4.70 df.:2r56r P = .013) was

sígnificant for the Time variabl.e.

The signifÍcant Blocks effect was found to be in favor of Block

two whÍch was the opposÍte to that of heart tate. ThÍs is íllustrated
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TABTE 3

Ànalysis of VarÍance for TÍme Spent Successfully

Condítioning IIR: Àthlete and Normal Groups

Source MSssdf
Prob.F

Exceeded

G

Error

s
SG

Error

D
DG

Error

SD

SDG

Error

B
BG

Error

SB

.SBG

Error

DB

DBG

Error

sÐB
SDBG

Error

T
ÎG
Error

1

28
13609.06

rL2899.7s

1104.86
L027.53

44179.92

1.63
16871.38

1s0638.7s

29600.3L
1s53s. 63

t76446.38

2rL9.45
2L3.90

6323.8s

642.40
L26.8L

15120.05

2L8L6.48
493.49

23823

rL87.23
992.LL

42tL9.rL

2760.33
340 "70

L2257.48

13609.06
4032.L3

552.43
5I3.77
788.93

1.63
16871.38

5379.95

14800.16
7767 .8L
3150.83

2rL9.45
2r3.90
225.85

32L.20
63.4L

270.00

2L8L6.48
493.49
850. 86

s93.62
496.0s
7s2.t3

920.Lr
Lr3.57
L45.92

3. 38

0.70
0.6s

0.0003
3.L4

.077

.501

.525

.986

.087

4.70* 0.013
2.47 0.094

9.38** .005
0.95 .339

1.19 .3L2
o.23 .79L

25.64*** .000
0.s8 .453

2
2

56

1

1

28

2
2

56

I
I

28

2
2

56

1

1

28

2
2

56

3
3

84

0.79
0.66

.459

.52L

6. 31drìk* . 001
0.78 . s09

Continued. . .
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Source FMSSSdf
Prob.F

Exceeded

ST
STG

Error

DT
DTS

Error

SDT
SDTG
Error

BT
BlS
Error

SBT
SBTG
Error

DBT
DBTG

Error

SDBT
SDBTG
Error

6
6

168

L340.73
482.09

22327.63

493s.00
r02r.82

ls163.41

7736.45
608.2s

28732.62

1602 .5 1

L426.04
t5679.s0

779.58
640.79

22369.48

432I.OO
255.39

t392.2L
tL89.27

31103.38

223.46
80. 3s

L32.90

1645.00
340.6L
180.52

289.4L
101. 37
171.03

534.L7
47s.34
186. 66

L29.93
106. 80
133. 15

L440.33
8s. 13

232.03
L98.2L
18s. 14

1.68
0.60

1. 69
0.59

2.86*
2..55

0. 98
0.80

.128

.726

3
3

84

9. 11*k* .000
1.89 . 138

3
3

84

6
6

168

6
6

168

6
6

168

r.25
L.07

.t26

.736

.042

.061

.443

.s70

.282

.382

3
3

84

6.00*** .001
0.35 .786

*
**P

***

.05.
.01.

. 001.

p(

P<

Factor 1 (G) =
Factor 2 (s) =
Factor 3 (D) =
Factor 4 (f¡ =
Factor 5 (T) =

Groups
Sess ions
Direct ions
Blocks
Trials
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in Figure 6. Signífícant F values were followed by a post hoc analysis

usÍng .Scheffe rs RatÍo. A post hoc analysis on the SessÍons x Directíons

effect, as shown Ín Table 4, indicated that the mean times for Session

one Decrease were greater than those for Session one Increase and

SessÍon tr¿o Decreaseo The means for Session two and three Increases

were shwon to be sígnifícanËly greater than those for Session one

Increase. Hence, subjects spent some time decreasing heart rate at the

begÍnning and more time Íncreasing towards the end of the three-sessÍon

heart rate condÍtÍonÍng study (Figure 7). The signÍficant Directions

x Blocks effect (Table 4) revealed that the mean times for decreasing

heart rate úrere greaËer during Block two than Block one and that durÍng

Block two, the mean tÍme for decreasíng lras greater than for increasing

heart rate. However, mean tÍme Íncreases ú¡ere greater durÍng Block

one than Block tn¡o. These effecËs have been illustrated in FÍgure 8.

ERGO

At the end oi the last session alL subjects performed the'tERGO'r

task to assess cardiac rrfitness". All subjects úrere then regrouped on

the basís of their ERGO scores (i.e., hÍgh or low ERGO) and analyses

identical to those on the heart rate data were performed. fn oËher

words, the hígh and low ERGO subgroupings hrere composed of different sub-

Jects than the Athlete-Normal groupíngs. The mean scores for the various

ERGO subgroupings were shor¡n in Table 5, while Table 6 indicated the F

values and their respectíve probabilÍtíes following the varíous analyses.

Table 6 reveals that there rúere no signíficant éffects of ERGO

subgroupings on either of the dependent variables of Heart Rate and
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. IABI,E 4

seheffare R¿elo on the DÍfference BetÌ^reen paírs of Means for

thê stgntfteant Effects on Time spent condÍrÍonÍng

Stgntfteane
EffeeËs

Seestons
,, bÏ
Dtreecions

Dlreeetons
by

Bloekc

eornpartsons
Obtained Difference

Between Means
Level of \;

SÍgnif icarr"" \

SrD, vs. Slol

SrÐ, vs. S2D2

SrD, vs* DtDt

SrD, vs. SlDl

DrB, vs. DIB2

uutt ul' DzBl

DrB, vs. DlB2

L6.t6

L2.93

12. 58

10. 63

L2.52

10.01

7 .74

p<.01 ;2,55

p(.05 ;2,55

p(.05 ;2,55

p(.05 ;2,55

p<.01 ; I,27

p(.425;L,27

p<.05 ;L,27

Sl = Seeeion one

SA = Seesion Cr^ro

S3 = gee=ion three

Bl = Bloek one

82 = Bloek two
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IABT,E 5

Mean ËI$ Scoges on the ERGO Eask for

Various ERGO subgroupings

Subgrouping

BçO
Value

Best 10
Overall

87.5

135.0Hi

L5 AthLetes
1-5 Controls

Best 15
Overall
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F Values and

of HR and

TABTE 6

ËheÍr Respective ProbabiLities for AnalysÍs

Time as a Function of B.GO Subgroupings

15 Athletes and
15 ControLs

15 llí.ghest and
ïowest ERGO

ERÇO Subgrouping

Dependent
VarÍable

Heart RaËe

TÍgle

F=2.80; p =

F=3.38; p =

.108

.077

P =.284

P =.409

F = 1.20;

F = 0.70;

10 ÏIÍghes t and
Iowest EtsGO

F.=0.001;p=,97I

F=0.008;p=.931
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lime spenË signifícanËly conditÍoning.

Autonomic Perception Questionnaire

All subjects ¡sere selected on the basÍs of their scores on the

Autonomic Perception QuestÍonnaire. In order to determine whether or

not the two populations yielded a similar sampling distribution of

scores, the following tesÈ procedures leere carried out. A frequency

poLygon, as shown in Figure 9'r- indicated that there qrere no dífferences

between the two populations. Further, a t-test comparíson of the two

popuLation means (t = .049; df:49,48, p ).05) and a nonParametric

comparÍson of their curmrLative frequency distribution (Kolmogorov-

Smirnoff Two-Sample Test; Roscoe, L969; KS = .L596; df.:49,48) indicated

that the two samples were from the same PoPulatíon.

In order to look at the effects of Autonomic PerceptÍon Question-

naire level on hearÈ raËe changes demonstrated' an analysis of covari-

anee r^ras perforned on all subjects (Table 7)- The analysis yíe1ded a non-

significant group effect (F = 2.80; df:2,23, P (.11), a signÍficant

APQ effect (F = 3.62; ðf :2,23, P (.03), and a nonsignífícant Groups x

'APQ effect (F = 3.L7; df.:2,23, P ( .062). Iligh APQ subjects aËtained

significantly greater cardiac changes than did the 1.ow APQ subjects

(F =.4.55; df :2,23, p ( .025) Comparisons between pair s of means !'7ere

then anal.yzed by Scheffers Ratio (Kirk, 1968, pp. 292-293) even though

the Ínteractíon nas not significant (F = 3.17; df :2,23, P <.062).

f{trile there úrere nonsignificant differences between Normals on

the basis of APQ level (F = .56; df :2.23, P ( .05) the hígh APQ

Athletes attaÍned signíficantly greater cardiac changes than the medÍum

(Í'= 5.58; df :2,23, p ( .005) and low F = 12.39; df :2,23, P ( .001) APQ
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Anal-ysis

AËtained for al-l

TABTE 7.

of Covariance on HR Level

Subjec,ts on the Basis lof A?Q Level

and Groups

Source df ss MS F
kob F

Exceeded

Groups

A?Q LeveL

GPS-A?Q Level

1-ST Covar

Error

1

2

2

l_

23

599.44

L,522.56

1,359 . 1_9

77,58L.25

4,928.3L

599.44

776.28

679.60

77 ,58L.25

2L4.27

2.80

3.62

3.L7

362.06

. L08

.o43

. 061-

.000
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Athletes. The Scheffe post hoc conparisons, as Íllustrated ín Table I

al.so ÍndÍcated that each of the low (S = 7.9L; df :2,23, p < .OO1),

medium (S = 10.58; df :2123, p ( "001), and high (S = 12.67, df.:2r23, 
,,,,,,,,,_,,_,,,

p ( .OOl) APQ Normals attained sÍgnÍficantly greater cardÍac changes ,.'.','',,'"

Ëhan the Low APQ Athletes. Final.ly, both rhe high (S = 4.40; df :2,23,

p ( .025) and medium (S = 5.77; df :2,23, p ( .001) APQ Normals aËtaÍned 
., , ,

signifícantly greater cardiac changes than the mediun APQ Athletes" ,. ,,
1.tl:::.

_:::"::':Rebpiration Rate

UsÍng Pre-trial respiration rate as the covarÍate, a one-between

four-¡¿ithÍn (Sessions, DÍrections, Blocks, Tríals) analysis of covari-

ance tras used to test for respiration rate differences betr¿een Groups.

Thís is shorrm in Table 9. The differences between the Groups lrere

clearly nonsignificant (F = .002; df:I,27r p = .959). In addÍtion,

' differences bet¡¿een pre-tríal and trÍal respÍration rates over aLl sub-

jects rùere nonsígnificant by a t-test of the means (t = "71; df:58,

p (. .40) thus ruling out heart rate control through nediation by

.respiratíon 
rate. Pre and post respíration rate differences between ,,;,.::jl,r,

': :'t'-

the Groups are Íll.ustrated Ín FÍgure L0. ':' 
'';'.:''
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A?Q
LeveI

H vs.

HN vs.

HA vs

HA vs.

MA ss.

IN vs.

MN vs.

HN vs.

MN vs.

HII vs.

H>L
.tN=MN=HN
HA > lA, MA

IN, MN, HN > LA
HN, MN > MA

H = HÍgh APQ
M = Mediurn APQ
L = Low A?Q
A = Athl.ete
N = Normal

TABI,E 8

Scheffers RatÍo for the Difference BeËween pairs of Means

for the A?Q Effect on HR:AËhLetes and NormaLs

p < .025

p>.05
P<.01
p < .025

P>.05
p < .00L

p < .001

p < .00L

p < .025

p ( .00L

L

LN

ï.4

MA

IA,

IÁ

IA

IA

MA

MA

; 2,23

; 2123

3 2,23

; 2'23

; 2123

; 2.23

3 2,23

; 2123

i 2,23

; 2,23

Group Obtained Difference
Between Means SignÍfÍcanc

8.06

2.82

13.30

.8.93
4.37

10.63

L2.29

L3.45

7.92

9.08
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TABI.E 9

Analysís. of Covariance for RR: Athlete

' and Nornal Groups

Source MSSSdf
Ptob.F

Exceeded

G

1-ST Covar
Error

s
SG

1-ST Covar
Error

D
DG

1-ST Covar
Error

SD

SDG

1-ST Covar
Error

B

BG

1-SI Covar
Error

SB
SBG

1-ST Covar
Error

DB
DBG

1-ST Covar
Error

1

I
27

2
2
1

55

.28
4693.54
282s.98

335.38
2s.42

199. L0
1489. 60

5. 10
L3.97
r.46

r42.48

18. 49
4.6r

L6.70

63.72
0.06

L4.33
305.55

8.90
4.9L

33.45
305.55

29.04
3.96

24.L4
81.86

.28
4693.s4
r04.67

167.69
T2.7L

199. 10
27.08

5. 10
13.97
L.46
s.28

9.25
2.30

L6.70

63.72
0. 06

14.33
5.56

4.4s
2.4s

33.4s
5.56

29.04
3.96

24.r4
3. 03

.oo2
44.84

6.19**
0.47
7. 35**

0.97
2.6s
0.28

2.L2
0. s3
3.82

9.20**
0. 009
2.07

0.80
0.44
6.02*

9. 5$dt'k
1. 31
7.96**

.959

.000

.004

.628

.009

.334

.115

.603

.130

. s93

.056

.005

.924

.L62

.4s4

.64s

.017

.005

.263

.009

1

1

1

27

2
2
I

55

1

1

1

27

I
1

1

27

.-:::::

2
2
1

55

Contínued. .
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Source df MSSS

?rob. F
Exceeded

SDB
SDBG

L-ST Covar
Error

T
TG
1-ST Covar
Error

ST
STG
1-ST Covar
Error

DT
DTG

1-ST Covar
Error

SDB

SDBG

1-ST Covar
Error

BT

BlG
1-ST Covar
Error

SBT
SBTG
L-ST Covar
Error

DBT
DBTG

1-ST Govar
Error

2
2
1

55

3
-3

1

83

3
3
1

83

6
6
I

I67

3
3
1

83

L2.t4
L2.43
0.29

37.55
4.96
2.96

68. s3
2s.62
0.89

L057.69

10.18
30.97
25.23

37.r7
14. L8
24.72

768.25

25.LL
16.83
70.43

383.02

42.94
28.93
L6.46

818.20

66.94
40.16
2.48

422.64

6.07
6.22
0.29

12.52
1.65
2.96

LL.42
4.27
0.89
6. 33

3. 39
10.32
25.23

6. 19
2.36

24.72
4.60

8.37
5.61

70.43
4.6r

7.L6
4.82

16.46
4.90

22.3L
13. 39
2.48
5.09

r.40
L.44
0. 07

L.92
0.2s
0.45

1.80
o.67
0.14

0.61
1.86
4.55

1. 35
0.51
5.37

1. 81
7.22

15.26

L.46
0.98
3.36

4.38**
2.63
0.49

.255

.247

.796

.L32

.8s9

.502

. 101

.67L

.708

.609

.t43

.036

.239

.797

.o22

.151

.309

.000

.L97

.438

.069

.006

.056

.487

6
6
1

L67

6
6
I

L67

3
3
1

83

Contínued. . .
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Source ¿r ss
-Hrob. !'

MS F Exceeded

SDBT 6 24.6L 4.10 0.90 .498
sDBTc 6 2L.45 3.s7 0.78 .584
1-ST Cov'ar I 6.56 6.56 L.44 .232
Error 167 762.45 4.57

*p < .05.
*n*p < .01.

***p ( .001.

Factorl(G)=GrouPs
Factor2(S)=Sèssions
Factor 3 (D) = Directions
Factor4(B)=Blocks
Factor5(T)=Trials
Covariate = InitÍal RR
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DTSCUSS ION

ThÍs section focuses on the notÍon that rrindividuals respond

differently to the task of controlling heart rate (Ray, L974, p.534)."

I{bile !üe are ar^rare of no investigation of dífferences i.n heart rate

conditÍonabÍlity between population groups to date, there ís ample evi-

dence of heart rate condítíonability in normals (Ascough & Sipprelle,

1968; Brener & Ilothersall, L966; Engel & Ilansen, L966; Shearn, L962).

The focus is, therefore, on Ëhe similariËies and differences beËween

the AthleËes and Normals, and why the Athletes night have experienced

dÍffÍculty in learning to condítion their heart rate.

Heart Rate Level AËtained as a Function òf Group: Athletes Versus Normals

the major hypothesís, Ëhat athletes can raise their hearË rate to

a greater degree than normals, was noË confirmed. In fact, the data

ÍndÍcated that the mean heart rate changes of the Normals was slÍghtly

greater than those of the AthleÈes. This observed performance discrep-

ancy attaÍned significance only when subjects were furËher classified

as to their A¡tonomic Perception QuestíonnaÍre level. The implicatÍon

of these perfonnance dífferences hras that, athletes cannot raise their

heart rate to as great a degree as normals, or that athletes experience

greater difficulty Ëhan normals in trying to bring about heart rate

changes

Research on exercise (IIo11o szy et aL., L964) lends support to

the notÍon thaË the Athletes may have experienced some dÍfficulty in

trying to increase their heart rate. Ilolloszy et al . (Lg64) discussed

two phenomena assocÍated ¡'rith the onset and maintenance of exercíse.

The fÍrst rùas the slow resting heart rate before exercise generally

60
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attributed to increased vagal activity. The second, at the onset of

exercise, !Ías a great increase in syrnpathetíc stimllation r¡hích probably

ÍoÍtÍates the cardiac respcnse to exercise, and also serves to overcome

the depressor effects of the vagal activity. Iühy, in the present

study, did the Athletes not experÍence such an increase in heart rate?

Eolloszy et al. (1964) asserted that trin the trained state an increase

in cardiac s¡rmpathetic stinn¡lation persists at rest, between bouts of

exercise, sufficient to increase cardíac centractile force, but with

its accelerating effe.ct masked by increased vagal activity (p. 768).rt

It Ís possible that persons who exercíse, in this case, AthLetes, rrrere

noË able to overcome such vagal activity unËil they actually engaged

fn a particular actÍvity. However, the instructions in the study

required the Athletes to increase heart rate by nonphysical means,

rather than by engaging in an actÍvity per se. Perhaps because of their

training, athletes typícally effecË heart raÈe changes differentially

than do normals, and they cannot avail themselves as easily to tnon-

. physical I means. In other words, athletes may mediate hearË rate

changes physiologicalLy. Normals, on the other hand, seem to be able to

conditÍon heart rate using thental means" (p 184; Bergnan & Johnson,

1971; p. 514; Brener et aL., 1969).

It was also hypothesized that Normals would decrease their heart

rate to a greater degree than Athletes because athletes genera.lly have

a lower than normal resting heart rate (Robinson, 1968). As shown in

Table 1 there were. no differences between groups. this is not surpris-

Íng as ít has been shown (Engel & Ilansen, Lg66; Headrick et al., 1973:

I{ells, Lg73) that heart rate decreases are much trarder to attain and'

:; l.:,..:i :.
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maintaÍn than heart rate increases, and because the present study was

llnited in having used only Ëhree sessions. Given the insufficient

training for heart rate decreases, the interpretability of that data

may be Ín doubt.

Tíme Expended in Successfullv CondÍËioning Heart Rate as a

Function of Groups: Athletes Versus Normals

Tíme data refers Ëo the amount of Ëine subjects spent in success-

firlly conditÍoníng heart raËe above or below theÍr criterion level.

Although the hypothesis nas not statistically confÍrmed, the time data

provided a neqr and useful measure on which Ëo compare Athletes and

Normals. As will be shown later, Ëhe Time data provÍded us with an

alternate indÍcator of cardíac conditionability.

From the dÍfferences between the means (Normals, 58.8; Athletes,

50.5 seconds), it was found that Athletes maintained heart rate changes

for slightly longer periods of tíme than Normals (Table 3). This is

supported by research findÍngs on athleËes indicatÍng that they can

maÍntain high cardíac outputs for prolonged periods of tíme (Beckner &

[üÍndsor, L954; Cobb, Johnson & Bruce, L96L; Cureton, 1951). Perhaps

athletes respond differently to the task of conditíonÍng heart rate;

Ray (1974) has proposed that persons who differed on the basis of a

personalíty measure (Rotter's I-E Scale , Lg66) also differed in their

abÍLíty to controL heart rate. Blankstein and Enger (7g74) also reported

a personality variable - level of traít anxiety - to be reLated to volun-

tary cardíac control ín a biofeedback task. Ray.(L974) speculated fur-

ther that tfan índívídual may possess a certaÍn style for approachÍng a

task physíologically in the same manner he demonstrates a cognitive
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style (p. 534).'r In the present study, Athletes and Normals also

díffered in performance although not systematÍcally on the basis of a

personalÍty measure; the Autonomic PercepËion Questionnaire (Mandler

et al., 1958). It is, therefore, possible thaË athletes respond differ-

eaÈly to Èhe task of conditioning heart rate and, as discussed prevÍ-

ou3ty, may be more physÍologically than cognílively, oriented, i.e., they

may have demonstrated what Lacey (L967) referred to as idÍosyncratic
'tesponse patËerning. The Ínplicatíons and limítations of the above

notíons are given further attenËion r^rhen discussing the sÍgníficant

effects of AutonomÍc Perception Questionnaire level on heart rate and

tíme spent conditioning.

The ERGO Task an3 íts RelaËionshíp to CardÍas-Conditionabilítv

Subjects r.sere chosen on the basis of whether they were athleËes

or normals. It was also desirable to differenËiate subjects on some

dimension other Ëhan athlete-normal, and Ëhe bicycle ergometer task r¡as

chosen for this purpose. The task was inËended to iLlustrate an inverse

relationship between physical fitness and heart ràt.. Vlith few excep-

tÍons, the experÍmenËer predicted that the Athletes and Normals wouLd

obtaÍn largely low and high ERGO scores, respecËively. A breakdornm,

ho¡¡ever, indicated that onLy 707" of the Lor¡ and 707" of, the high scores'

were from the Athlete and Normal groups, respectively. The present

study ínvestÍgated heart rate conditionability (with respect to the

degree which heart rate rüas changed and tíme spent conditioning) on the

basís of physical fíËness as Eeasured by ERGO. In addition to the

oríginal groupings of 15 Athletes and 15.Normals, subjects nere re-

grotrped ínto the L5 and 10 highesË, and 15 and 10 lowest scorers on the

ERGO task irrespectÍve of the Athlete-Normal dímension. ThÍs resulted
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in a Èotal of six groups. No dÍfferences were found between the groups

in terms of heart rate conditionabílity (Table 5). rn other words,

heart rate conditionability was not a function of a person rs ERGO score.

FtrrËhertore, if ERGO score ís truly an indicaËion of 'physical fitnessl

then one night infer thaË heart rate conditionabílity is not a function

of tphysical fitnesst per se. Such an inference, howeverr rdês linited

because the work load chosen may not have been enough of a stress to

.differentiate the two groups. Furthermore, iË was later learned that

several. rAthletes I tvere not particularly ¡vell-trained, and several of

the rNormaLs | ¡sere engaged Ín recreational training. The ERGO task did

not dÍfferentiate the above persons, thereby castÍng doubt on the ERGO

task as a valÍd indication of 'physical fitnessr.

In defense of the ERGO task, it is possible that a higher work-

load would have discriminated ttfitnesstt levels. Ho¡yever, the selecËed

workload would have to be such that all subjects could complete Ëhe

task. üIith respect Ëo subject heterogeneiËy, a formal, standardLzed

traÍning program (nininun 6 to I weeks) r¿as recomended (CorrolL, 1965)

to Ínprove the rrathletes. rl

l{hatever the method used, these conclusions demonstrate Ëhe need

for a nore, rigorous definition of athletes followed .by a careful method

of subject selectíon.

Eeart Rate Con4itionabil.ity and Time Expended ConditíonÍng as a

Fr¡nction of Autonomic Perception Questionnaire Level

I{tren the subjects were regrouped ín terms of AutonomÍc PercepËion

Questionnaíre levei, the heart rate data became significant. These

resul.ts best fÍt the notíon thaË athletes and normals respond dÍfferen-

tlally to a heart rate condÍtíoning task.
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The Autonomic Perception QuesËÍonnaÍre has been used to investÍ-

gaËe the relationship between internal auÈonomic avrareness and cardiac

condítíonabiLity (Engel. & Ilansen, 1966). Findings to date have indic-

ated a greater degree of heart raËe conditíoning with rnÍddle (Bergman

& Johnson , L}TL) and 1o¡,r (BLanchard et al ., Lg72; Engel & Hansen , 1966;

Green & Nielson , L966) scorfng subjects. conËrary to either of these

fÍndings, and to the stated hypothesÍs, the present study indicated that

the hÍgh scorÍng subjects aËtaÍned a significantly higher final heart

rate level than the 1ow scoring subjects. Several hypotheses may account

for the dÍscrepant findings: (1) the results T,üere a function of the

two different populaËions involved (i.e., Athletes and Normals) and are

therefore not comparable to previous studies; (2) the results questíon

whether or not. one ts score on the Autonomic PercepËion Questíonnaire

is a valid indicator of cardiac conditionabÍ1íty. The Ínplication of

the fÍrst hypothesis was that the two populat,ions (AthleËes - Normals)

would yield different samplíng dístributions of the scores on the ques-

tÍonnaÍre, Ëhereby rendering it impossible to make unbíased comparisons

between the groups. Prior to data coLlection, however, both the Athlete

and Normal sanþling distributtrons r¡rere compared and found to be homo-

geneous. ThÍs n¡led out the fírst hypothesis.

With respecË to the second hypothesis, one m¡st look at Ëhe

Perfonnance of the Athletes and Ëhe Normals as to whether or not Ít is

discriminable on the basis of the AuËonomic PercepËion erestionnaÍre.

It was the high scorÍng Athletes who demonstrated sÍgnificantly greater

cardÍac conditionability than theÍr low and medium scoring counterparts,

clearly at odds wÍth the above mentíoned studÍes. Because the Athlete
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and Normal distríbutions were shown to be similar (Figure 9), the

present.results questioned the notion thaË only low and medium scorers

performed best in a heart rate conditioning task. Furthermore, it is

possÍbIe that cardiac conditionability ís unrelat,ed to heart rate per-

ceptíbílity at all. This inplícatíon r¡ras supported by Ginsberg (L972),

¡vho found that heart rate conditÍonability was unrelated to cardiac

awareness. Ilowever, he used a different measure - (self-reported esti-

mates of heart rate) of heart rate perceptÍbílity than the Autononic

PerceptÍon QuestionnaÍre. If no such relationship exÍsts, then the

Autonomic Perception Questionnaire may noÊ be a valid indicator of

cardiac conditionabÍ1Íty. ThÍs is supported further by the facË Ëhat

the quesËionnaire could not distinguísh between the performanc.e of the

high, nedium, and low Normals. Finally, although there qras no evidence

for it, the AuËonomic Perception Questionnaire itself nay not be a valid

lndicator of autonomic awareness.

The present study also Índicated that each of the high, medium,

and low scoring Normals aËtained a significantly hÍgher heart rate than

Éhe low scorÍng Athletes (Table 8). More imporËantly, the lor¿ and medÍum

scoring Normals achÍeved a significantly higher heart rate than Ëheir

Athlete counterpart,s (Table 8). In other words, when you have control.led

for Autonomíc Perception Qgestionnaire level, there were times when the

groups dÍffered signifícantly in their abilÍty to condÍtÍon heart rate

changes

there !üas no observed relationship between awareness level and

the amount of time subjects spent successfully conditioning heart rate.

There qras no reason to expect othemise, as prevíous research (Bergman
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& Jshnson, L97L; Blanchard et al., L972; Engel & Hansen, 1966) only

studied the variable of degree of heart rate changes. Ilowever, one

night exPect that some measures of physical fitness would account for

the duration of time spent conditíonÍng heart rate, and therefore, that

athletes would spend more time beÍng successfully conditÍoned. Thís

reasoning develops out of the fact that rtrelL-trained endurance athletes

can maintaín extremely hÍgh heart rates for long perÍods of tíme (Hollo-

szy et aL., L964). The results of the present study indícaËed only

slÍght dÍfferences betv¡een the groups, however.

Gíven that previous research has attested to the relationship

between cardÍac condiËionabiLity and score on the A¡¡tonomic Perception

QuestÍonnaíre, Ëhe present results support Ëhe speculation that heart

rate conditionabílity was atËained in different ways for the dífferent

subjects. As a result of analyzing heart rate changes as a function of

AutonomÍc Perception leveL, differences !¡ere found between the Athletes

and Normals. trühereas hÍgh autonomic aürareness was thought to interfere

¡vÍËh heart rat,e condÍtionability in normals (Engel & Ilansen, 1966) the

present results indicated that high auÊonomic aÌrareness facilítated the

process for athletes. This is a tenable conclusion if one could show

that athletes rely more on physiological or proprioceptÍve kinds of feed-

back as opposed to a more cognitÍve kind of feedback Ín order to attain

heart rate control. Because of their trainíng, aËhletes are typically

more finely tuned to ínternal somatic functionÍng and it Ís possible

that such processes are required to bring about heart rate conditÍonÍng

in athletes.

One conclusion thaÈ can be drar¿n from the previous discussíon is

: tt.
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that athletes and notrrals differ ín their abílíties to conditÍon heart

rate changes. Sirnilarly, Ray (L974) recently concluded that different

índÍviduals responded differently to the task of conditionÍng heart rate

and that such individuals were differentíaÈed on the basis of a person-

alÍty measure. Ray (1974) suggesËed further 'rthat an individual may

possess a certain style for approaching a task physÍologically in the

same manner he demonstrates a cognÍtive style (p. 534).'r It ís possible

that athletes and normals employ different physÍologica1. sÈyles (i.e.,

use different mechanisms) in responding to a heart rate conditionÍng

tests. Ilypotheses by Lacey (1967) and ObrÍst, et al. (1970 ) consÍder

the notion of a physiological style.

The results of the present study, in conjunction with those of

Ray (L974), may be seen as an extrapolatíon of Laceyrs (Lg67) notions

of idÍosyncratic response patternÍng and situational stereotypy. Lacey

(Lg67), in studying the role of the cardovascular system ín the modÍfic-

atíon of brain function and behavior, has investigated a phenomenon he

calls frsituational stereotypytt (pp. 24-26), and the possibility of

ldÍosyncratÍc response paËterns which may be person or peopLe specific.

Lacey (L967) sËated further that such person or people specific response

patterns mÍght aríse due to indivídual differences in physiological

properties and the plastÍcity of the human nervous sysËem. For example,

he states that ttít is conceivable even that occupatÍons, characterÍzed þ

often-repeated sítuational requÍrements, tend to produce fixed patterns

of physioLogical response (Lacey, L967 , p. 42)." Clearly, athletes

wouLd be characterized by often-repeated sítuatíonal requirements and

uÍght, therefore, be expected to demonst,rate trgroup specÍfÍcr patterns
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to a heart rate conditioning task. One nÍght also speculate that such

dífferential response patterns wouLd lead to differential perforrtrances

on the varÍables of heart rate level attained and tÍme spent condition-

fng.

Both the speculative nature of Laceyrs stâtements, and the sound

crítiques of his cardÍovascular hypothesis by Elliot (L972) and Hahn

(1973) make it very diffÍcuË to accept the precedÍng explanations of

Athlete-Normal differences. Even Íf future research rùere to support

Laceyrs hypotheses, Ëhere is the additÍonal problen of whether the

Athletes woul.d out-perform Ëhe Normals or vice versa. The cardiovascu-

lar hypothesis would only predict group dÍfferences.

The alternate hypothesis was the cardiac-somatic relationshíp

proposed by ObrÍst et al. (1970 ). Through a serÍes of psychophysio-

LogÍcal experiments (Obrist, 1968; 6rist, [,lebb, & SutÈerer , L969;

Obríst, I,Iebb & Sutterer, L97C )-, Obrist and his colleagues have demon-

strated a marked concomÍtance between measures of somatic activíty (e.g.,

m¡sile activity) and heart rate activíty. Obrist et al. (L970 ) state

Chat cardiovascular events are just ttone of the vÍsceraL componenËs of

the total organismic response ín any given situatÍon (p. 574). It SÍmÍ-

larly, Black and DeToledo (L972) reported that "heart rate seems to be

a correlàte of some varíable representíng the total amount of skeletal

activÍty (p. 405).tr The experÍmenter speculated further Ëhat the degree

of cardiac-somatic concomitance ¡,rould be higher in persons whose t.rain-

ing Ínvolves concomítant cardiac and somatÍc responses Ëhan in persons

who do not undergo such trainÍng. In the case of athletes, one nÍght

expect the development of very strong cardiac-somatic patterning.
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According to Obrist et 41. (1970 ), it is the pattern of cardÍac-somatÍc

responses that lrould then be subject to heart rate conditÍoning. Unfor-

tunately, the experi-menter was unable to record El{G activity which would

have detected group differences that nÍght have corroborated the above

hypothesÍs. Respiration rate dÍfferences, however, ürere not found.

If heart rate conditionÍng Ínvolves concomitant cardÍac-somatic

changes, and if athletes because of their training, already have a

fpretraÍned I cardiac-somatÍc pattern, then athletes night be expecËed

to conditÍon (control) heart rate changes more easily and therefore to

a greater degree than normals. rn other words, the presence of such a

rpretrained cardíac-somatic pattern I would gÍve the athlete an advantage

over other persons r¿ho do not already have thÍs pretrained pattern.

However, the opposite results vrere found. The obtained results may be

accounËed for if one considers that there are at least two indicators of

heart rate condÍtionability: (1) the degree of heart rate change and

(2) the duraËion for v¡hÍch the change is made, prevíously referred to

as Time. Although the Low and medi.um Normals attained a higher fÍnal.

heart rate than their Athlete counterparts, the Athletes spent a slíghtly

greater amount of time condÍtíoning their heart raËe than did the

Nomals. Perhaps with extended trainíng (Headrick et al ., lgTL), the

Athletes ¡¡ould have mastered the necessary methods of conditíoning (or

control), and because of prevÍous cardíac-somaËÍc pretraíning, would

have out-performed Ëhe Normals at least on the Time variable or indÍcator.

t{trat Ís meant by the necessary method of control and did they

differ for the Ëwo groups? rt is possible that for the Athletes, large

heart rate changes hrere usuall.y concomitant with somatic activÍtyo the

sti¡¡r}us for which was actual physical activÍty (usuaL1y exercíse), and
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that other¡¡ise mental control over heart rate rdas yet to be learned.

In the. case of the Normals, the cardiac-somatÍc patterning may not have

been present to the'same degree, but they would have had to learn heart

rate condÍtioníng through mental means. On the other hand, the Ath-

letes would have had to neglect, suppress, or unlearn a previous method

(e.g., vÍa strÍate muscle activÍty), of increasing heart raterard then

learn a ne!'r one. If the Athletes did encounter such difficulties, they

would have required additional Lraining Ëo perform as well as or better

than the Normals. It is strongl.y suggested, therefore, that future

research !¡ith Athletes include adequate traÍning plus measurement and

analysis of electromyographic acËivÍty.

Neither Lacey nor ObrÍsË rs posiËion adequately accounts for Èhe

present data. I,Ihereas laceyrs (L967) cardíovascuLar feedback hypothesis

see¡¡rs not to be tenable (EllioË, L972; Itahn, 1973)here, Obrist et al.rs

(LglO,) well supporËed(Obrist, 1968; Obrist et al., Lg6g; Obrist et al.,

L970; Rushmer, L964; Rushmer & Sníth, 1959; Rushmer, Smíth, & Franklin,

1959) cardiac-somatic relatÍonship díscounts Ëhe pure oPerant condi-

tioning of heart rate. Further, sinee group differences exÍsted only

when a subject's A¡rtonomic Perception QgestionnaÍre level was Íncluded,

consÍderaËíon of the tv¡o positions mist remain speculative until group

differences can be demonstrated as main effects.

RespÍration Rage and lleart Rate Conditíonabílitv

Iri addÍtion to investÍgating potenËÍal autonomíc mediation of

fnstnrmentally condÍtioned responses, the present. study looked at

respÍration rate dífferences between Athletes and Normals. The results

of the respÍration rate analyses clearLy índicated no sÍgnificant
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dífferences between the groups in their use of respíration to mediate '

heart rate changes. There still remained the possibility that all sub-

jects (both Athletes and Normals) used respiration to mediate heart

rate changes. A nonsigníficant t-test of the pretrial and trial. periods

for the two groups ruled out respiration rate as a medíator for all

subjects. These findings are in line with previous investigaËions

(Finley, L97L; Headrick et al ., LITL; HnatÍow & Lang , Lg65 Lang et al.,

Lg67) ín which Ít nras found that respiratÍon was not a mediaËor of

heart rate conditioning

üIithin SubiecÈ Effects - Methodological Considerations

Although the present experiment üras concerned mainly with group

differences, it was interestÍng to analyze the ¡¡ithin effects. These

analyses províded some informatíon as to seqr¡ence effects (i.e., effects

over time) and as to the differences between increasing and decreasing

heart rate. Sequence effects may be either wíthin sessions or between

sessÍons. Ì{ith respect to wiËhin effects, the rela Ëionship between

both indicators of conditÍonability (heart rate level and time) was

ieviewed. The discussion of sequence effects has been restricted to

Block effects because the order of trials lras randomized ¡yíthin Blocks.

ALL subjects demonstrated greaËer cardiac conditionabÍlity (mean

hearË rate changes) during Ëhe first half (i.e., Block one) of each

session as opposed to the last half. frliËh respect to dírection, only

heart rate Decreases exemplified this ¡¡Íthin Session sequence effect.

The absence of thís effect for heart rate Increases was corroborated by

Bergman and Johnson (L972). The fact that heart rate conditioníng did

not improve wÍthin sessions (i.e., from Block one to Block two) supports
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the possibilíty that the sessions rüere too long and thaË subjects may

have become fatigued. The absence of Ímproved conditioníng between

the three sessÍons also. indÍcated that there were no practice effecËs

over sessÍons for either increases or decreases Ín heart rate. Altern-

aËely, there may not have been suffícÍent training sessions. As llead-

rick et al. (1973) have Índicated, large magnÍtude heart rate increases

requÍre extensi.ve training (tt...50-1OO trials of at least l-minute dur-

atÍon... p.259"), and that símilar decreases in heart rate are very

diffÍcult to obËain, if at all. One night speculaËe that subjects

quÍckty learned whaË was required but that without additional training

they could not maintain the ttechníque t for more Ëhan a block of trials

at a ËÍme.

tlÍth respect to the time data, all subjects spent sÍgnÍficantly

nore time Decreasing heart rate at the begÍnnÍng and more time Increas-

ing heart rate towards Ëhe end of the three sessÍons. It ¡sas also found

that subjects spent significantly more tÍme conditionÍng during the

second (Block 2) rather than the first half of each session. The ínpli-

catíons of these findings rdere that for the Tíme data, there were

practice effects (between sessÍons) for increases but none for Decreases

and that there were within session practice effects regardless of di-

rectÍon. The lack of practice effects for Decreases was supported by

Eeadríck et al. (1973) who reported that large magnÍÈude decreases in

heart rate were very dífficult to EaÍntaÍn.

In this study, there rdas a reciprocal relationshíp betr¿een the

leve1 of conditÍonability and the amount of tíme a subject spent above

or below crÍteríon. Subjects spent more time condÍtÍoníng during the
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second half of the sessíons but demonstrated greater cardÍac conditÍona-

bflity during the fÍrst part of each sessÍon. One nÍght infer that

although subjects could not raise or lower heart rate to a greater

degree over time, they could maintaÍn such changes for longer periods of 
,.,.,i,.,,ì,

time. In other words, the great,er Ëhe degree of heart rate changes

(increases or decreases) the less tÍme the subject spent at that level.

Post-Experiaentaf QuesËionnaire 
.

the post-experímental questionnaire (AppendÍx D) was concerhed ,' .

¡¡Íth the heart rate condítioning strategies that the two groups employed , - '
..'...- .:l.r

and wÍth a self-report of hor¿ successful they felt theÍr performance

was. It was found that a sÍgníficantly greater number of Normals than

Athletes had (a) ItConcentrated on the sound or pulsÍng of your heart

beatrrr and (b) Thought of rrexcitÍng Ëhingsr'Ín order to effect heart

rate changes. There r^ras no apparent explanation to these findings. On

the other hand, almost all subjecËs reporÉed having 'rConcentraÊed on

changing, or increasing or decreasing your heart beattt as a strategy.

In addition, the majority of AthleËes (90%) and all the Normals believed 
:,:,,_.,,,,,,,,,,

tLat internal control over autonomíc functioning Tdas possíble. Despite .,.:-'i.':'- ,.-

this bel.ief, however, there rlrere no accounËable strat.egies that really 
¡,..1. ..',.

differentÍated the groups. In a sinílar study, Bergman and Johnson

(L972) reported no sysËematÍc ways in whÍch subjects successfully raised

theÍr heart rate. In both the latter and the present studies, there was 
_1r1..1,;r1,,r,;i

no relationshÍp between observed and self-reported cardÍac conditionabil- 
::'r.': :::: :

lty. In fact, there were differences in self-report r.rhere there Trere no

observed differences. For example, a greater number of Athletes than

Normal.s reported having been trextrenely successfultl at decreasing heart
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rate. AgaÍn, there was no apparent explanatÍon for this finding or the

finding that there Ìdere no differences between groups in theÍr reports

of success at increasing heart rate. Perhaps because heart rate

decreases rüere so dÍffÍcult to obtain, subjects tried varÍous techniques, ..'..,,,,,'
t it.t t.,'

. 
only some of whi.ch ltrere successful. The resulting confusion may have

Led to differences in self-report. rt seems that one would fínd a

greater degree of concomitance beËween observed, and self-reported cardiac .;.. ....

;1t'::l
condítÍoning when the degree of conditÍoníng Ìdas more marked than in the 

tt: 
:.

. ."t.:.::. '.

present study. .' " t,

Blanchard et al. (L974) concluded from their study that ttcognÍ-

tive mediation Ís faírly idíosyncratÍc and probably not a fruitful train

of ínvestÍgation (p. 263)tt. Based on the present study, the experimenter

. rtas in agreement.

Conclusions and ImplicatÍons for Future Research

1.Ath1etesandNorma1sdÍdnotdifferÍntheirabi1ityto

demonstrate heart rate changes unless the effects of Autonomíc Perception

Questionnaire level ¡¿ere considered. In this case, low and medÍum ,,,.: :-::..,:.

' scoring Normals demonstrated greater cardiac changes than their Athlete 
;-:'''i

;t,;',,,,:,
counterparts. Upon discussion, the fÍndings inplied that athletes and :,'

normals may respond differentially to the task of effecting heart raËe

changes; athletes may be more physÍologica1ly Ëhan cognitively bound.

2. There are at least tr.¡o Índícators of 'cardiac conditÍonability: ,.,,:,,,1, 
',1

The extent and time as measured by degree of hearË rate change and

the amount of tÍme spent conditÍoning, respectively. Regarding time,

Athletes maÍntaÍned heart rate changes for slightly longer perÍods of

time than Normals. It seens that the Êwo indicators may be under dÍffer- -,:.:,,,
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ent stim.rlí to become oPerati.ve. There arises the question: Are the

necessary characterÍstics of heart rate conditioning Present Ín all

people but requirÍng dÍfferent stim.rlí to be oPerative? 0n the basís

of hypotheses by Lacey (L967) and ObrÍst et al. (1970¡), a generally

positive ansÌser was found. trn accordance wÍth Ray (1974), it Tras con-

cluded that rran Índivídual. may Possess a certain style for approaching

a task physiologÍcally in the same manner he demonstrates a cognitíve

style (p.534)."

3. The ERGQ task was found to be an inadequate measure to dif-

ferentiate persons who were rphysically fitf. In addiËÍon, the two

subjecË populations were not as homogeneous as expected. For future

research, Ít was therefore, suggested that there be a more rÍgorous

definÍtÍon of athleËes and normals followed by a careful selection of

subjects and traínÍng of athletes. There was also some doubt cast on

the Autonomic Perception Questionnaire as an Índicator of performance on a

heart rate conditioníng task, Thís occurred because the quesËionnaire

differentiated the performance of the AthleËes buË not of the Normals, and

Uecause Ít selecËed high, rather than medium or low scorers as performíng

best on the heart rate conditioning task. It was concluded that the

valÍdíty of the relationship between scores on the guestionnaÍre and

cardiac condítÍonability is in questi.on.

4. Respiration rate was not a mediator of heart rate condÍtion-

ing, nor were there any respiratíon differences between Athletes and

Normals

5. The results of thís study supported prevÍous research claims

that large magnítude heart rate changes are difficult to obtaÍn and

maLntaín, particularly decreases. From the look of practice effects

:l:t.::ì:iì::::: llj:.:;t-ti::;::1:;. a.;:ì:: ìl: :.:ì::ì. ¡:;i:":ì):.ll;:::.:
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over time (for the extent factor), and the presence of practÍce effects

on the exËent factor, Ít was concluded that most subjects quíckly

learned the requÍrements. of the task but, without addÍtÍonal training,

could noË EaintaÍn the necessary changes for more than a block of Ërials

at a Ëíne. subjects could, however, extend the amount of tine they

successfuLLy conditioned wÍth practice. Therefore, Ín order to elÍcit

poÈentÍal differences between athLetes and normals, addÍtÍonal training

trials ürere reco'n'nended in Line wÍth Headrick et al. (1973) and Wells,

(Le73)

6. there vras a reciprocal relatíonship between the degree to which

subjects conditioned heart rate changes and the amount of tÍme a subject

spent above or belorr his criterion.

Above all, a replication of the present study Ís suggested. Such

a replication would Ínclude controls for homogeneity, size of sampre,

and adequate traÍning for Ëhe task.
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Outllne of the BeËween and lrlfthfn Factore lllusËratlng the Number of SubJecte

for Each BeËrdeen Treatment Factor

Between Factors
Number of Sub

I,ltthin
Factors

ecËg

ATIII.ETE
(n=15 )

CONTROL
(n=15 )

Bt Bz

Tr.

Tz

T3

T4

ro -5
MED=5

HI =J

LO =4
MED=6

HI =l
S = Session
I = Increage
D = Decrease
B = Block
T = Trial

Bt Bz Bt Bz B1 Bz Bt Bz Bt Bz
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PROCEDT]RE EOR ALL SI]BJECTS OVER ALL SESSIONS

st

- ExplanaËion of the

- Explanation of the

- S was told what hÍs

purpose of the experiment

necessary equipment

tasks were

10 ninute baseline period the last 30 secs. of whích constituËed
the pre-trial resË (PTR) period

Order of presentation of tríaIs: IrD,D,I.,D,IrI,DrIrDrD,DrI,IrDrI

st
D

PT?.

46

38

47

49

.T

rr=90

rr=90

rr=90

TO=90

Sessíons 2 and 3 are identical.
At the end of Session 3, the bicycle ergometer
questionnaire were administered.

I
Dr=90

DU=90

Tr=90

Dr=90

test and posË-hoc

PTR.IIPTB.I
; trlro I o, Dr=eo

4L IU=90 | 51 Dr=90

39 Tr=90 | 40 Dr=90

37 Ir=90 | 44 DO=90

75{'/+5 = posË-trial rest

- Pre-trial resË and trial perÍods are in seconds.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AD}4TNISTRAI ION
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INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS FOR AI]IONCI,IIC

PERCEIT ION .qTESIIONNAIRE ADMINISTRAT IoN

I{e are carryíng out some research on the perceptíon of feeling

with the DepartmenË of Psychology. üle would like you to help us by

completÍng this questionnaire, the contents of which wÍIl be kept

stricËly conf idential.

One hour credit wiLl be given Ëo each person partÍcÍpating in

this research.*

Ite are asking you to fiLl out your name and Ëelephone number

because e7e may contact some of you to particÍpate in a research pro-

ject. Please do not discuss the quesËionnaire with anyone at anytíme

as other students will be asked to participate. Ifhen the study has

been completed, feedback will be provided and any questions that you

have wíll be ansrrrered.

' I would lÍke to remind you that particÍpation ín this research

,ís voluntary.

Ilhen you have fínished, bring the questionnaire down and I will

slgn your experimental card or provide you r¿íth one that has already

been sÍgned. Please do thís as quíetly as possible*.

Thank you for your cooperation.

*Thor" sentences that precede the asterisks Tdere read to InÈroductory

Psychology students only. The remaínder was read to both Physical

Education a¡rd Introductory Psychology students.
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(Please print)

This questionnaire is designed to give you an opportunity to describe

your subjective experience in relation.to several dÍmensíons of

emotíon.

One of the maín reasons for constructing thÍs questionnaÍre is that

very Little is known about the subjective experiences that accompany

feeling states. I'Ie assume that peopl.e dÍffer in the way in which they

experience emotions. trrlhat we are particularly inËerested in is ho¡u

widely people differ in describÍng these experiences and in the specific

perceptions assocíated with them.

The value of this questÍonnaire will ín large part depend on how frank

you are in stating your feelings, atËitudes, and experiences. Needless

to say, your ansrders to the questions wil1. be kept strÍctly confidential;

we are requesting you to give your name, etc., onl.y because it may be

.necessary for research purposes.

There are no catch questions in this questionnaire. Please read each

questÍon in each scale very carefully and consider your ansrrer. There is

no tíme Iinít.
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AGE:

SEX: M F (Circle the appropriate answer. )

Major field (if already decided)

Are you an athlete? YES NO If so, what Ís your

specialization?

Eow long have you been in trainÍng? 

-yrs. 

mos.

Do you play on a NatÍonal Team? YES NO
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PART I

In this part we are interested in your descriptíon of two

general feeling states. the important thÍng is that you use your orün

words in describing these experÍ.ences.

the fÍrst state !üe are concerned with is PLEASIIRE, HAPPINESS, A

STATE OF I'IELL-BEING. Please describe Ín a few bríef sentences how you

feel when you are ín this sËate. Ile are concerned with how you feel,

not rühy you feel this way. Rqgember to use your own nrords. In sub-

Fequent sections qrhen we refer to Ëhe subjective feeling of IIAPPINESS

we wÍ1l expect you to understand by this term the descripËion you gÍve

belon.

Now add to this descriptÍon the outstanding bodíly reactíons which you 
,

essociate with this experience.
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The second state !¡e are concerned with is AÀII(IETY,

APPREHENSION, TENSION. Please describe in a few brÍef sentences how

you feel when you are in Ëhis state. I,le are concerned with hor¿ you

feel, not why you feel this way. Remember to use your own words. In

subsequent sectÍons when we refer to Ëhe subjective feelíng of

ANXIETY we will expect you to understand by thís term Ëhe descriptÍon

you give below.

Now add to thÍs description the outstandÍng bodily reactions

¡¡hich you assocíate with this experience"
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SectÍon 1

TITINK ABoUT EACIT QUESTION CAREFITLLY BEFORE YoU AlilS![ER. YOU ]'IAY

PUl THE MARK AI{Y}¡IIERE ON THE LTNE.

1. I,lhen you feel anxious, are you aÍrare of many bodily reactions?

A¡¿are of very many A¡¡are of very few

2. fùhen you feel anxious, how often are you arüare of your bodily

reactíons ?

Always

3. l'Ihen you feel anxious, does your face become hot?

Never

Becomes very hoË

4. I'lhen you f eel anxious, doeyour hands become cold?

No change

5. hlhen you feel anxious, do you perspire?

Very cold

A great deal

6. I{tren you feel anxious, does your oouth become dry?

Not at all

NeverAlways

7. I,lhen you feel anxíous, are you at¡are of increased mrscle tension?

n

8. When you feel anxious, do you get a headache?

Always Never
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SectÍon 2

TRINK ABOUT EACTI AI{ST'¡ER CAREFULLY BEFORE YOU ANSI,TER. REMEMBER,

YCI MAY PUT lHE MARK A}IYI,üHERE ON TIIE LINE.

9. I'lhen you feeL anxious, how often are you aÌIare of any change Ín

action?

AIwaysNever

10. hlhen you feel anxious, do your experience accelerated heart beat?

No change Great acceleratÍon

11. .ülhen you feel anxious, does the intensíty of your heart beat

Íncrease?

' Does not change ïncreases to
Extreme poundíng

L2.. Itltren you feel anxious, how often are you alrare of changes in your

breathing ?

Always Never

13. Wtren you feel anxÍous, does your breathing become more rapid?

Very rapidNo change

L4. I,ltren you feel anxious, do you breathe more deeply?

!û¡ch more deeply No change

15. üIhen you feel anxÍous, do you breathe more shallowly?

lfuch more shallowly No change
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Section 3

TTIINK ABOIJT EACH QUESTION CAREFULLY BEFORE YCU AI{ST^IER. REMEMBER,

YCII MAY PUT TIIE MARK AIIYI^¡HERE ON THE LINE.
.1

t 6. I'Ihen you feel anxious, do you feel as Íf bLood rushes to your head?

Always Never .,
...:

L7. I,ltren you. feel anxious, do you get a lump in your throat or a

;''t
choked-up feeling?

Always Never

18. I,lhen you f eel anxious, does your sËomach get upset?

Not at all Very upset

L9. I{hen you feel anxious, do you get a sinking or heavy feelíng in

your stomach?

Never Always

20. Ilhen you feel anxÍous, do you have difficulty talking?

Never Always

2L. lthen you feel anxíous, are you boÈhered by your bodily reactions?

Bothered
very mrch

Not boÈhered
at all
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Section 4

IÏINK ABOUT EACII QUESTION CAREFULLY BEFORE YOU AI{SI'üER. REMEMBER,

YC[t MAY PUT YOUR MARK A]IYIÂIHERE ON THE LINE.

' 22. htren you feel happy, are you arrare of many bodíly reactions?

åware of very many A¡vare of very few

23. I{hen you feel happy, êrê you asrare of any change in your heart-

actíon?

Always Never

24. I{hen you feel happy, do you experience accelerated heart beat?

No change Great acceleration

25. f{hen you feel happy, does your face become hot?

Does not change 
___!ecomes 

very hot

26. hlhen you feel happy, do you ever feel weak or shaky?

Always Never

27. I'lhen you feel happy, do you get a lump in your throat or a

choked-up feelÍng?

Always

28. lühen you feel happy, do you have any difficulty ÉalkÍng?

Never

Always Never
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SectÍon 5

îHINK ABOUT EACH QUESTION CAREFULLY BEFORE YCtt AI¡SIÁIER. REMEMBER,

YqT MAY PUT THE I,IARK AI{YTüIIERE ON THE LTNE.

29. Do you think ín general that this type of questÍonnaíre Ís valu-

able ín appraisÍng indÍvidual differences in emotionaL experiences?

Very valuable Not very ,,,

30. How adequately do you thínk that the preceding questíons have

elÍcited a picture of your own emotional experíences?

Very adequately Very inadequately
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APPENDD( C

INSIßUCTIONS TO ALL SUBJECTS



INSTRUCTIONS TO ALL SUBJECTS

Today, and for the remaining Ërtro sessions, you will be taking

part Ín a biofeedback experiment. Biofeedback is a technique used to

help peopLe gaÍn control over their internal functions, in Ëhis case,

heart rate. 1o help us with our measurements and to provide you with

feedback abouË your heart rate, I will be aËtaching several. surface

electrodes to:your arm, leg, and forehead. I will explain the purpose

of each to you.

The session r+ill be about 45 nínutes long and trilL consÍst of Ë¡yo

parts; a 10 minute baseline period, and about 35 minutes of learning to

eitherincreaseordecreaseyourheartrate.Therer¿i11bedífferenË

trÍals and sometÍ:nes you will be getËing feedb_ack abouË your'skÍll Ín

ipcreasing your heart rate, and other times you will be gettÍng feedback

indÍcatíng how successful you are at decreasing your heart rate. DurÍng

Ëhe baseline period, your only task'r¡ill be to sit in a comfortable

'position and relax so that you may become used to your surroundings.

During the second part of the sessionr you wíll be asked aü different

times to either increase or decrease your heart rat,e. Please do noË

move around in an attempË to acconplish thÍs. The insËructions to

increase, decrease and rest, will come through on a tape recorder. The

order of the increases and decreases will be random. An exarnple of

what you will be told to do ís as follows: rest, increase heart raLe,

rest, increase heart rat,e, rest, decrease heart raÈe, rest, etc. Are

there any questions? Also, the rest periods wÍll vary in length.
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In front of you are a set of lÍghts which will províde you wÍth

feedback as to how successful you are at controllÍng your heart rate.

I{tren you are successful at íncreasing your heart rate above a

certain level, Ëhe left LÍght (pointing) wíll come on and become

brighter in proportion to Ëhe amount that you are successful. Si¡oilar-

ly, when you make successful decreases, the rÍght light (pointing) wíll

coEe on and vary in brÍghtness in proportion to how successful you are.

The nÍddle lighË wÍll be on during the rest periods during which time

there will be no feedback. The niddle lÍght will also be on during

the 10 mínute adaptatíon perÍod. Your task will be to keep Ëhe appro-

prÍate light - either the left or the right - on as rong and as bright

as possíble. This will be your measure of success, Do not worry if
at fÍrst you cannot keep the light on. This should 

-come 
with practÍce.

: rn order that the measure be as free from artifacË as possÍble,

we ask that you remaín as still as possible. If you mlst move, resËrÍct

Ít to the rest periods. Remenber, rüe r¡ant you to control your hearË

'rate by non-physical means so try to maintain a constant breathing

rate.

FÍnally' there is an intercom here r¿hich is connected wíËh the

ûext room. rf you wish to speak to us or stop the sessi.on sÍmply call

out.

Do you have any questions ?

Renerrher, concentrate on makÍng the approprÍate lÍght stay on as

Long and as brÍght as possÍble.
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APPENDD( D

POST-EI(PER IMENTAL QTIEST IONNAIRE
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Name:

POST-EXPER IMENTAL QUE ST IONT\TAIRE

People usually try different approaches or techniques in order to

control their hearÈ rate. Some approaches seem to be more successful

than others dependÍng upon the individual. Below, are questions per-

taining to how YOIJ tried to control your hearË raËe durÍng the experÍ-

Deut. Please check-off and fill-iq the answers rel.evant Ëo how you

controlled your heart rate. There are Do right or rürong ausrùers, aad

!ùe are i.nterested Ín Ëhe ways in whÍch you trÍed Ëo conËrol your heart

rate.

1. ConcenËraËed on the sound or pulsing of your heart beat.

ves() no()

2. Concentrated on changíng, or increasing or decreasing your hearÈ beaË,

ves() no()

3. Thought of varÍous things which'were: Check-off as many as were

appLlcable, and if checked, gÍve examples.

excítÍng ( )

frightening ( )

enjoyable ( )

stimrlatlng ( )

dangerous ( )

distasteful ( )

unenjoyable ( )

physical.Ly exerting ( )

i-:::i:l'
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other

other

4. Dld you fÍnd yourself becomíng tense, or tensing your mrscles?

yes() no()

5. Dld you have difficulty keepíng your breaËhing at a sËeady or

coBgtant tate?

yes() uo()

your heart? Yes ( ) No ( ). If you did, what did you

trgeyfr to yotrrself or your heart?

Pl.ease pl.ace an rXrr on each of the lÍnes below to indicate yotrr answer

to eech of these guesËions;

7. Eos successful do you think fou !ùerê, at increåsÍng your heart, rate?

()

()

ûot 8t all noderately extreoely

8. Em successful do you Ëhink you were at decreasi.ng your heart rate?

aot et aLl moderately extrelEely

g. ItEre there any changes Ín how you increased your heart rate from

the begiuníng to the end of the experimenË? If so what ¡vere

they?
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10. Ilere there any changes Ín how you decreased your heart rate from

Ëhe beginníng to the end of the experiment? I:f so, what ltere Ëhey?

11. Dld you experience. any ttsensationsrr duríng the trainíng Ërials?

yes ( ) oo ( ) If so, of what naËure?

L2. Do you be1leve Ëhat internal control over autonomic functÍoning

is possÍble.

13. Do yotr believe what you ltere told as to Ëhe purpose of this

1 experimenË?

yes ( ) no ( ) If not, what do you ËhÍnk

the PtrrPose was? 
.,,..,.,




